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Abstract
Objective: In this study we aimed to consider the role of external social pressures on
restoration in the public space that is urban nature. It is to that end that we investigated
how injunctive social norms affect the restorative situational preferences of people in an
urban nature environment, by means of the choice participants make between avoiding and
facing an encounter on a forest path. We expected that opting to not adhere to a social
norm prescribing ’politeness’ or ’respect for privacy’ might lead to ’friction’, or a sense of
’guilt’ for rejecting a potential encounter with the person on the other path; which as a
result would then negatively affect our likelihood of replenishing of resources.
Methods: An experiment was conducted which involved the sequence of (1) self-report
measures regarding the current state of cognitive fatigue, (2a) the choice for a certain social
context (’alone’ or an ’encounter’) within a simulation of a walk through urban nature, or
(2b) no choice and having either an encounter or no encounter, (3) explicit measures
pertaining to the perception of social norms, pleasantness and perceived restoration, and
(4) LSAS personality scales on social anxiety.
Results: Behaviour that does not adhere to the situational norm yielded a higher sense
of guilt or regret than behaviour that does, although on average – in an absolute sense –
the reported guilt or regret was rather low. An increased sense of guilt or regret related to
a decrease in perceived likelihood of restoration and pleasantness. In contrast, behaviour
incongruent with the politeness norm yielded higher perceived likelihood of restoration a´nd
higher pleasantness than behaviour that was congruent with the norm; whilst for the privacy
norm no effects were to be observed. Furthermore, participants were more prone to avoid
the stranger on the path (60.2% of all participants in the choice condition), but especially
if that person was facing away from them rather than facing towards them.
Conclusions: There was no direct mechanism [behaviour incongruent with social norm→
increased guilt/regret → decreased expectation of perceived restoration and pleasantness]
to be observed. Furthermore, the situational injunctive norms did not seem to specifically
affect the choice participants made between (1) actively seeking a situation in which one
would be alone or (2) initiating a potential social interaction; thereby undermining the
notion of these norms directly ’exerting a social force’. A possible theoretical explanation
for the inconclusive evidence might be that as opposed to our proposed mechanism, instead
for (some) participants (1) the choice that would be considered preferable would be the same
as that required per the prevalent norm, and hence people would not change their behaviour
nor negatively be affected by ’friction’, which may explain the lack of effects we observed
for the privacy norm or (2) the choice considered preferable would be the opposite of that
required by the prevalent norm, and people feel compelled to change their behaviour; as
they adhere to the norm there would likely be no ’friction’, but their restorative experience
might be negatively affected by the mere fact that the choice would not originally have been
preferred, which may expain the contradictory effects observed for the politeness norm.
Keywords: restoration, restorative situational preferences, social norms, social context,
encounters, urban nature, social anxiety, social avoidance
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1 Introduction
Restorative environments form one of the topics on the rise in environmental psychology. Gen-
erally these restorative environments are to be defined as those environments in which people
experience the recovery of depleted resources, both physically and psychologically (R. Kaplan &
Kaplan, 1989; Ulrich, 1983). Hence, restoration essentially is a concept that details our intrinsic
recovery response to an environmental input. Depending on the theoretical approach, this recov-
ery would either relate to a reduction of negative affect or stress (Ulrich, 1981, 1983), or to the
recovery of attentional capacity (R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; S. Kaplan, 1995). More specifically,
the Attention Restoration Theory (ART) by R. Kaplan and Kaplan (1989); S. Kaplan (1995)
poses that in our daily efforts to attend to stimuli we have two distinct modes: a voluntary
(directed) mode of attention, and an involuntary (spontaneous) mode of attention. Contrary
to our evolutionary ’early days’ in which we were required to remain vigilant and aware of our
surroundings at all times in order to survive, it is now common-place to direct one’s attention to
one particular task at a time: i.e. by means of the directed attention mode (R. Kaplan & Kaplan,
1989; S. Kaplan, 1995). Doing so however implicitly requires us to ward off distractions in such
a way that we are able to retain our undivided attention on the task. Use of this mechanism
for a prolonged amount of time depletes our capacity for focused attention and eventually leads
to attentional fatigue (R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; S. Kaplan, 1995). The latter immediately
highlights where the restoration of the ’attentional’ resources comes in. Put more simply: the
energy model that is ART dictates that the use of attentional resources in one particular moment,
inevitably leads to a need to restore these resources at a later time.
On the other hand, according to the psycho-evolutionary theory (PET) restoration occurs so
as to reduce or negate the negative affect one might experience, e.g. stress. The reduction of
negative affect is a restorative characteristic mostly attributed to natural scenes, in that these
were found to induce physiological and psychological changes indicating the reduction of stress
in comparison with more urban oriented scenes (Hartig & Evans, 1993; Knopf, 1987; R. Kaplan
& Kaplan, 1989; Ulrich, 1983).
Originally the focus of restorative environmental research was mostly on the distinction be-
tween natural and urban environments, regarding e.g. people’s intrinsic preferences or its aes-
thetic value (Ulrich, 1981, 1983); with clear evidence that people tend to prefer the natural
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settings over urban environments generally and when in need of restoration (Hartig & Evans,
1993; Knopf, 1987; R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Ulrich, 1983, 1981; S. Kaplan, Kaplan, & Wendt,
1972). However such a ’nature versus urban’ demarcation is not easily defined, as many scenes
obviously can have characteristics of both a natural and a more urban nature. This effectively
points towards more of a continuum between the two extremes1 from the city centre to urban
parks, to scenes in the wild never touched by a human being. Note that even those contexts
of the most urban kind – e.g. a city cafe or a shopping mall – might prove to be attractive for
restoration purposes (Staats, Van Gemerden, & Hartig, 2010; Staats, Jahncke, Herzog, & Har-
tig, 2016). Rather, many types of environments may demonstrate restorative qualities. Beyond
the ’environmental continuum’ Staats et al. (2010) subsequently argue that we should not just
consider the preferences for restorative environments, but rather our preferences for restorative
situations, situations in which the match between behaviour and environment, social context and
the need for restoration determine our appreciation of a certain setting. Wohlwill (1983) also
emphasised that nature is to be characterised by an absence of social feedback and evaluation,
which consequently aids restorative experiences, thereby acknowledging the importance of social
factors in restoration.
On a more basic level, people can be considered ’social animals’. We are sensitive to our
social surroundings and interact with it, as e.g. exemplified by our seemingly ’pre-programmed’
inclinations to follow other people’s gaze for social cognitive reasons from the age of 2 months
onwards (Gredeba¨ck, Fikke, & Melinder, 2010). Even the mere presence of another human being
has the ability to affect us by increasing physiological arousal, and by heightening our awareness
of social norms and self-perception, see e.g. Guerin (1989). So much so in fact, that when others
are visually present in a scene people spend more time looking at the other people and less time
observing the environment (Birmingham, Bischof, & Kingstone, 2008). In ART-terms both the
basic shift towards self-perception and the attention-grabbing of social scenes we discussed earlier
impede the use of directed attention, given that these two are basically distractions that we have
to withstand in order to focus on the object of our directed attention.
Moreover, in our rapidly urbanising world, the majority of us will only rarely encounter
situations in which the interaction between an individual and the natural/urban environment can
be considered separate from the social environment. Quite simply, we are bound to encounter
1i.e. the natural and urban environments
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another human being – or be at least aware of their presence – in most of the situations we
might find ourselves in. Even in those scenes most remote we tend to encounter others, or detect
human presence. The abundance of social context in our environments highlights the need for an
understanding of our response to a situation in which we are basically ’programmed’ to restore our
resources, while simultaneously being confronted with our social surroundings and expectations.
Recent research has focused on the effect of social presence, i.e. company or encounters on
the (anticipated) experience of restoration in an urban nature environment (simulated or real)
(Konings, 2014b; Rieder, 2013; Staats & Hartig, 2004; Staats et al., 2010). Consequently this
gives us first indications as to people’s proclivities regarding the desired social context in restora-
tive situations. However it is not yet known how the social factors themselves come into play
in these situations. For example, Staats et al. (2010) found that in the city centre environment
people preferred company over being alone while being attentionally fatigued. This finding op-
posed their finding that in an urban nature environment there was a preference to be alone when
attentionally fatigued. The disparity between these two results could perhaps be attributed to
the safety perceived in the situation as e.g. indicated by Staats and Hartig (2004); or perhaps
to the pressure of a sociability norm which indicates that one ought not be alone in a public
setting, as postulated by Bourdieu (1984) and Lofland (1998). The sociability norm as a possible
explanation for contradictory results with respect to social context preferences constitutes a first
hint that the social pressures around us might have an influence on our preference for a certain
restorative situation.
If we now consider the situations in which we tend to encounter such social pressures, first the
public realm will spring to mind. The public realm entails those areas/spaces we collectively have
access to, e.g roads/parks/square,s and hence is omni-present in any urban community. Besides
its abundance, the public realm is also known for its contribution to our learning of implicit
social norms and behaving accordingly, recall e.g. the phenomenon of civil inattention (Lofland,
1998). This constitutes yet another hint that norms might be at play in the transaction between
a person and their environment. Moreover, with the notion of the public realm these norms seem
especially of importance given that in reality it is often in public spaces that we seek our refuge
for restoration purposes; not in the least the urban nature (i.e. urban parks) examples used in
the studies by Rieder (2013), Konings (2014b) and Staats et al. (2010).
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So considering the omni-presence of the public realm and its inherent social pressures, more infor-
mation is needed regarding the influence it has on restoration in such environments/situations, in
addition to the previously described findings on the effects of e.g. social presence or encounters.
In this study we aim to consider the role of these external social pressures on restoration in the
public space that is urban nature. As such we wish to go beyond the assessment of restoration
and/or inherent preferences themselves, and we will strive to unearth (one of) the underlying
motives for these predilections. Or in other words we strive to add to the current research by
investigating how the underlying social forces (e.g. social norms) behind those preferences for
particular situations come into play.
To further establish what is currently known about the links between social pressures and
restoration – and as such also the ’tools’ required for us to execute and interpret the research
– we will investigate the theoretical and empirical knowledge available regarding social contexts
of restoration, including our personality in relation to (behaviour in) social contexts and the
prevalence of social norms in the public realm in subsection 1.1. For more information regarding
the restorative environments themselves, and managed nature in particular, see Appendix E.
1.1 Social context of restoration
With world-wide about 50% of people living in cities these days (UN-habitat, 2010) and in
most European countries even around 80% living in urban communities (Antrop, 2004), our
environments rarely are to be found ’devoid’ of other people. The social arena the majority of
us finds ourselves in appears to be ever expanding, and as a result natural environments are
located increasingly remote from our dense urban communities. Thus, it is no wonder that the
social context of restoration is increasingly a topic of discussion and research with as the main
hypothesis that social aspects may influence the degree to which restoration is achieved (Scopelliti
& Giuliani, 2004). As we have seen before in the introduction, the first effect to be considered
regarding social context is the well-documented ’mere presence effect’ of another person in the
scene. It is due to this effect that Wohlwill (1983) attributed nature’s restorative charm a.o.
to a lack of evaluative feeback. However, what are other known effects of social contexts on
restoration? And what social contexts are generally considered in restoration research?
The social contexts generally considered are that of (1) general social presence with people just
visually present in the scene, e.g. (Grahn & Stigsdotter, 2010), (2) social interaction by means of
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having an encounter with an unfamiliar person, e.g. (Rieder, 2013; Konings, 2014b), or (3) social
interaction by means of having direct company (during an activity) e.g. (Hartig, Johansson,
& Kylin, 2003; Staats & Hartig, 2004; Staats et al., 2010). For most of the studies a control
condition in which subjects are alone2 in the restorative (activity-in-)environment is used as the
reference ’state’ for the analysis of the effect of the social context on either people’s preference
for a certain activity-in-environment, or on people’s perceived restoration in said environment.
Regarding social presence it appears – next to the general effect that our attention imme-
diately wanders to those people present in the scene and hence reduces the cognitive resources
available (Birmingham et al., 2008; Klauer, Herfordt, & Voss, 2008; Wu¨hr & Huestegge, 2010) –
that for those people who are attentionally fatigued, or stressed, a ’less social’ situation is prefer-
able. Oorsprong (2008), in Rieder (2013) concluded that when people were mentally fatigued
(i.e. in need of restoration) that they preferred a less social seating arrangement in a cafe; most
notably:they preferred a social situation in which no potential interaction with unfamiliar people
was required. Similarly, Grahn and Stigsdotter (2010) reported that a combination of perceived
sensory dimensions with a ”low or no social presence” component could be considered as the
’most restorative’ for those individuals that are stressed. And the research by Konings (2014b)
indicated that attentionally fatigued participants tended to prefer less company during a walk,
while well-rested participants preferred more company. Moreover, they found that the presence
of other people appeared to have a moderating effect on likelihood of restoration through pro-
viding more of a sense of safety (Konings, 2014b). The effect of perceived safety was such that
when controlling for it, their participants generally expected less restoration from a situation
with more people present. A finding which was in line with the study by Staats and Hartig
(2004) in which they demonstrated the strong effect of social presence on the perception of safety
within the environment.
A potential explanation for the preference for a less social situation in the ’social presence’
context might be that perhaps an attentional fatigued / stressed state leads to lack of motivation
to adjust one’s behaviour, while in the face of evaluation and/or feedback from others adjusting
could be perceived as a necessary social requirement. A notion which is supported by Konings
(2014b), as those who saw more other people present during a walk expected more adaptive
behaviour; thereby hinting at the salience of social norms in situations where others are present.
2or at least relatively more alone
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Regarding the link between social norms and social presence, Guerin (1989) argued that the
physiological arousal experienced in anticipation of an evaluation, and the increase in (awareness
of) self-perception and self-presentation, all originate from our innate normative response to
conform and gain approval. In our case this would support the suggestion that people’s inclination
to avoid a social situation when they are feeling attentionally fatigued or stressed is due to the
social norms that automatically come with the presence of others.
However do note that – although the subjects in Oorsprong (2008); Grahn and Stigsdotter
(2010) appeared to reject the idea of social interaction – if, hypothetically speaking, the ’social
presence’-situation were to lead to an actual encounter with unfamiliar people, this might even
improve the experience of restoration. Rieder (2013) for example found that for an encounter
with a positive social interaction in nature, restoration appeared to improve. In particular, the
attitude towards an unfamiliar other person changed in a positive fashion from the evaluation at
first glance towards the evaluation after the encounter (Rieder, 2013).
Furthermore, even though up to now we have presented social presence as a situation distinct
from interaction with a stranger itself, we should not forget that in many situations social presence
inherently also offers the potential for an encounter. Effectively, this potential for an encounter
also influences our behaviour. Konings and Staats (2015), for example, concluded this based on
their experiment on the effects of social presence, in which people (actively) chose to either face
or avoid an encounter during a walk in a safe, relatively managed natural environment. Their
data suggest that the majority of people will opt to avoid an encounter by choosing an empty
path (Konings & Staats, 2015). Thus Konings and Staats (2015) highlight the way people appear
to deal with the consequence of an encounter.
Subsequently, the restorative context in which people experience social interaction by means
of having direct company (during an activity) only seems to extend the findings of the ’social
presence’ context. During a walk in an urban and natural environment, attentionally fatigued
people evaluate the company of unfamiliar others less favourably than those who are not fatigued
(Staats, Kieviet, & Hartig, 2003); while later research (Staats & Hartig, 2004) showed that social
interaction by being in company of friends enhanced the pleasure and perceived restorative quality
of walking in either urban or natural environments, so long as an environment is perceived as
unsafe. Also, people who were mentally fatigued while visiting an urban environment preferred
to be with their friend, rather than being alone (Staats et al., 2010); which might again point
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towards the perceived safety-explanation or the social norm-explanation, as the participants
showed an increased preference for being alone in natural environments when mentally fatigued
(Staats et al., 2010). Johansson, Hartig, and Staats (2011) reported similar results in that
negative affect reduced and positive affect increased to a greater degree during park walks when
alone, but conversely during the urban walk when in company of a friend there was greater stress-
reduction. Interestingly, however, their results in terms of the cognitive measures (i.e. more in
line with the theoretical ART framework such as the results of e.g. Staats et al. (2003); Staats
and Hartig (2004); Staats et al. (2010); Konings (2014b)) were inconclusive.
Hartig and Staats (2006) also found that social stimulation was mostly appreciated by those
who considered themselves ’fully refreshed’. But they did change the perspective of the results a
bit by noting that the likelihood of social stimulation in the more urban environment correlated
positively and significantly with the attitude toward walking there; while the relation was negative
for the more natural environment (Hartig & Staats, 2006) So, instead of purely pointing at e.g.
perceived safety as an explanation for the social context preferences, there might also be a role
for environment-congruent expectations and subsequent preferences here.3
As such the consensus appears to be that attentionally fatigued or stressed people evaluate
the presence or company of unknown others less favourably than those who are not fatigued /
stressed. People who are mentally fatigued or stressed tend to prefer company / presence of others
when in an urban environment, whereas they prefer to be alone in a more natural environment.
These results not only relate to preferences, as also perceived restorativeness and stress reduction
measures were found to follow the same pattern. In an effort to explain the interaction between
social context preferences (or restoration quality) and the type of environment, it is often thought
that the perceived safety of the situation plays a moderating role. Alternatively, this interaction
might perhaps also be explained for by the presence of social norms and our innate tendency to
conform to these expectations so as to gain approval.
1.1.1 Our personality in relation to (behaviour in) social context
Our preference for a certain type of environment, whether that be with or without social context,
of course not only depends on the characteristics of said environment. Through our innate (or
3See e.g. Genereux, Ward, and Russell (1983) for further insight into the link between the way people think
about environments and their respective (expected) behavioural aspects.
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acquired) dispositions we ourselves are important too: the way we ’are’ makes up the framework
within which we process the information thrown at us, and that (partly) determines how we
perceive a situation. So if we try to relate the effect of personality characteristics 4 in a social
context to restoration: which concepts are likely candidates to affect our specific behaviour a´nd
our likelihood of restoration when it comes to approaching or avoiding social interaction? And
how can we measure these concepts?
The first personality characteristic affecting our behaviour that would come to mind is that of
extraversion, as intuitively that is how we ourselves would gauge someone’s relative ’sociability’
within a certain social setting. Or more formally speaking: the introversion-extraversion (E)
component in Eysenck’s three-dimensional model of personality (Eysenck, 1967, 1990), which is
of course also highly correlated with the other major personality factor description ’Big Five’
by Costa and McCrae (1992) (Zuckerman & Cloninger, 1996). However, on a closer look, in its
definition an extraversion factor does not merely reflect a preference for social interaction. Rather,
it is argued that the personality dimension either predominantly relates to ’reward sensitivity’ –
as opposed to sociability – (Lucas, Diener, Grob, Suh, & Shao, 2000), or that it mainly relates to
a tendency to behave in such a way so as to attract social attention (Ashton, Lee, & Paunonen,
2002).
Furthermore, the concept of sociability itself describes a general preference for social inter-
action. As such it focuses on the social context and its potential for interaction, but it does
not necessarily include the actions or reactions that people might have to new events or people
(Windle, 1995). Or put differently: sociability forms a preference or motive for a certain so-
cial context, but it does not capture a behavioural style (Windle, 1995), i.e. the concept does
not inherently contain a behavioural component, rather it correlates with certain behaviours
through its motivational definition. It is however the behavioural component which is especially
of interest for the current study. A powerful concept which does (partly) entail our behavioural
tendency to avoid social encounters is that of ”social phobia” or ”social anxiety”, which can
4Note that in reality predicting specific behavioural tendencies from a ’general’/’global’ disposition is not
wholly straight-forward Ajzen (2005): ”a given attitude or personality disposition may not be equally relevant
for the prediction of all behaviours”. It is generally assumed that personality characteristics are relatively stable
dispositions exerting influence on a broad range of behaviours (Ajzen, 2005). This assumption is exacerbated given
that we also do not take (coming of) age into account with regards to changes in personality, e.g. levels of social
anxiety. Whereas ample research points at differences of for example social anxiety tendencies throughout our
lives; for more information on human consistency see e.g. Chapter 2 in Ajzen (2005). For more of a background
on the the link between dispositions and behaviour see also Appendix E
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be defined as a fear of interaction with others that leads to avoidance due to feelings of self-
consciousness and/or feelings of being negatively judged and evaluated. An example of such a
type of behavioural avoidance could perhaps be when people choose an empty forest path over
a path with a stranger. Moreover, when considering this forest path scenario: if someone would
innately choose to avoid an encounter, but still opts for such an interaction, then we could argue
that other forces than personal dispositions must be influencing behaviour. If we further extend
the concept of social anxiety towards a restorative context, it would seem plausible that those
feelings of distress or discomfort affect not only the pleasantness itself that people experience in
an environment, but also their sense of restoration.
The most well-known scale used to measure this particular concept is the well-validated
Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale (LSAS). (Liebowitz, 1987; van Vliet, 1999), which is practically
ubiquitous in both social anxiety research and diagnostics 5. Most interesting for this project:
the LSAS not only captures the experience of relative anxiety or distress, it also sports a subscale
which purely relates to a tendency of avoidance of social (interactional) situations. Alternative
instruments for the concept of social anxiety (or phobia) such as the Social Interaction Anxiety
Scale (SIAS) (Mattick & Clarke, 1998) and the Social Phobia Scale (SPS) (Mattick & Clarke,
1998) are either mostly uni-dimensional related to stress experienced when interacting with people
(de Beurs, Tielen, & Wollmann, 2014) or completely lack the behavioural component that we
are seeking for the determination of the link between personality characteristics and specific
behaviours.
In summary, when considering the types of personality characteristics that might affect our
specific behaviour and our likelihood of restoration in relation to actively approaching or avoiding
social interaction it appears that the concept of social anxiety does inherently encompass a be-
havioural tendency, as opposed to the concepts of extraversion and sociability. To measure social
anxiety the use of the LSAS appears to be most convenient in that it captures the behavioural
motive encapsuled in the concept of social anxiety, while it is also an internationally renowned
scale used often for both research and diagnostics.
5Note that for the Dutch translation of the LSAS there is still a lack of published psychometric evidence. For
a short review in relation to English-Dutch translations of psychological measures see e.g. (de Jong et al., 2007),
where they highlight the importance of semantic and conceptual equivalence. Given that the Dutch translation of
the LSAS has been used successfully in psychodiagnostics, we will here assume that the semantic and conceptual
equivalence are up to par.
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1.1.2 The prevalence of social norms in the public realm
Results show evidence of the salience of social norms within restorative situations in which a social
context is included (recall subsection 1.1). Moreover, along with perceived safety, the effect of
these social norms might even be a possible explanation for people’s deviating preferences in
restoration when it comes to the presence of others. So if we again focus on urban nature and its
public realm function, then we could ask ourselves: What norms are actually salient in an urban
nature environment with social context? And how does the existence of a social norm within a
certain context relate to the behaviour that people subsequently demonstrate?
A first example of social norms in the public realm was raised by Lofland (1989): that of
civil inattention, where strangers acknowledge one another’s presence without imposing on each
other, that is, without violating the unwritten rule of preserving a person’s anonimity within
the public realm. 6 In a similar vein Moser and Corroyer (2001) for example focused on the
(re-)activation of civility behaviours in urban and more provincial regions. Of interest for our
purpose is also the result by Vitalis (2010). She found that in our waiting room behaviour people
do not necessarily choose the chair that they would actually consider the most ’pleasant’ as a
result of the politeness norms they seem to perceive (Vitalis, 2010), which appears to prescribe
that it is impolite to completely reject a potential interaction. Do note that for each specific
situation the question will always remain as to which normative influences are present in that
particular situation.
Analogous to the fact that our dispositions affect our behaviour in a certain environment, a
specific environment can also influence our behaviour. As Ajzen (2005) points out: ”Behaviors
are typically performed in a particular context or situation appropriate for the behavior in ques-
tion”. To be able to determine what the link between the situational norms reported in social
contexts and eventual behaviour is, we first need to evaluate whether the norms in a particu-
lar context can be considered a social force acting on the actor such that this force influences
one’s preference and behaviour. If we were to define situational norms as associations between
normative behaviour and a particular environment, then it is posed that the environment itself
6An interesting side-note regarding the evolution of such social norms can be found in Milgram (1970), in
which he proclaims that too high or too low an amount of stimulation can have profound effects on even the
development of social norms within the public realm, e.g. the anonimity (∼ privacy) and civil inattention of
Lofland (1989). As such the level of stimulation in an environment can affect the social norms even within the
same social context, just by its dependence on the level of stimulation; which is most definitely a notion we should
consider if we are to design an experiment.
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can automatically direct the normative behaviour (Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2003). More specifi-
cally, the mental representations that we might have of behaviours and the actual behaviours
themselves are activitated automatically under the following two conditions: (1) if the goals to
visit the environment are active and (2) if the associations between the environment and its
normative behaviour are well-established (Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2003). So then the norm it-
self automatically – and hence implicitly – yields congruent behaviour, if the conditions apply.
Cialdini, Reno, and Kallgren (1990) also pointed out: although norms are said to characterise
and guide behaviour within a society ”they should not be seen as uniformly in force at all times
and in all situations”; norms should motivate behaviour primarily when they are made salient or
otherwise focused on, whether that be through an external activation or through people who are
dispositionally inclined to be focused on certain normative considerations. Then, people are most
likely to act in norm-consistent ways (Cialdini et al., 1990). An important distinction to be made
regarding situational norms is that between (1) the descriptive meaning (what is) and (2) the
injunctive (what ought to be) meaning of social norms, because each refers to a separate source
of human motivation (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955; Cialdini et al., 1990)7. If we were to characterise
an urban park setting in which one during a walk has to choose between an empty path and a
path with a social presence, then the situation would primarily deal with an injunctive norm.
There is not by definition an informational ’example’ of how to behave, while e.g. the ’politeness’
norm might dictate that one ought to behave such that we do not (implicitly) offend or insult
others in making the choice for either of the paths.
As such it appears that there is a role of social norms and they act on us such that they can
lead to behaviour and hence choices.
A further question we could ask ourselves: does norm-congruent behaviour – such as e.g.
the choice for a particular path in our example earlier – necessarily lead to our most preferred
situation regarding restoration? And what if we opt not to behave according to the norm, how
would this affect our restoration? Not much is known in the field regarding either the impact
of social norms on restoration, or the inner workings of norm-congruent behaviour in relation to
restoration. However, a first interesting indication was found by Konings and Staats (2015), with
their results implying that those people who chose an empty path over a path with a stranger
7Note that the classical distinction as posed by (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955) speaks of informational and norma-
tive, instead of descriptive and injunctive.
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eventually appeared to report a lower likelihood of restoration than those opting for the path
with a social presence. This was counter-intuitive result, as technically speaking the lack of
a social context is generally thought to be the most ’preferable’ in a restoration situation (see
subsection 1.1). A possible explanation for this discrepancy, as raised in subsection 1.1, is that of
a sociability tendency. Or translated to more norm-related terms: in the current scenario, opting
to not adhere to a social norm prescribing – for example – politeness might lead to ’friction’, or
a sense of ’guilt’ for rejecting a potential encounter with the person on the other path; which
as a result would then negatively affect our likelihood of replenishing of resources. This remains
however hypothetical.
In summary, it appears that in the public realm salient social norms are that of civil inat-
tention – which predominantly relates to preserving another’s anonimity (∼ privacy) within the
public domain – and the norm of civility/politeness towards others in the situation. Furthermore
in employing the ’implicit automatic activation approach’ – underlying processes aside –it can
be stated that social norms may indeed be considered a social force acting on a person in such
a way that they can lead to behaviour and hence choices. We do not yet know whether the be-
haviour we demonstrate necessarily leads to our most preferred situation, or how our experience
of restoration would be affected if we opt not to behave according to the norm. For a discussion
on attributional ambiguity and the degree to which a social norm can instill behaviour-conformity
see Appendix E.
1.2 Determining the research gap
With world-wide about 50% of people living in cities these days (UN-habitat, 2010) and in
most European countries even around 80% living in urban communities (Antrop, 2004), our
environments rarely are to be found ’devoid’ of other people. So also in the urban parks we
can expect there to be social presence in the least. Research focusing on the relation between
social contexts and restoration reflected that people who are in need of restoration tend to prefer
being alone, more so than those not fatigued/stressed. However, in a more urban restorative
environment it was found that people do prefer social interaction over being alone, even if they
are in need of restoration. This discrepancy tends to be attributed to perceived safety or a
tendency to adhere to social norms within the public realm, a realm of which urban nature
effectively is also a part. Recent data suggest that if people during a walk in an urban park
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are given the choice between an empty path and a path with a stranger, the majority of people
will opt to avoid an encounter with the stranger. Thus Konings and Staats (2015) highlight
the way people appear to deal with the consequence of an encounter, purely inferred from social
presence on a path. Moreover, those people who chose an empty path over a path w´ıth a stranger
eventually appeared to report less likelihood of restoration than those opting for the path with
a social presence. This was a counter-intuitive result, as technically speaking the lack of a social
context is generally thought to be the most ’preferable’ in a restoration situation. Again, a
discrepancy is to be observed, which – as with the first discrepancy – may perhaps be attributed
to norm-(in)congruent behaviour and its repercussions. When we considered the public realm it
was found that within the environment social norms of civil inattention, privacy, and politeness
were likely to be perceived by people. Subsequently, in relating social norms to behaviour it
was concluded that these situational norms can indeed be considered a social force which acts
on people such that it influences their behaviour. Linking this supposition to the walk-in-the-
urban park-scenario we discussed earlier: opting to not adhere to a social norm prescribing –
for example – politeness might lead to ’friction’, or a sense of ’guilt’ for rejecting a potential
encounter with the person on the other path; which as a result would then negatively affect
our likelihood of replenishing of resources. This remains however hypothetical. So the question
stands: Would such a social force – besides generally influencing our behaviour – also specifically
affect our choice between (1) actively seeking a situation in which we would be alone or (2)
initiating a potential social interaction? And how would this subsequently affect our restoration
experience? These are indeed questions still left unanswered, and therefore form a research gap
worth investigating. Moreover, the link between social norms and preferred restorative situations
may lead to first insights into the underlying ’motivational’ aspects of the ”person - social context
- physical environment - transaction” that is restoration.
1.3 Research objective, aims and hypotheses
Recall that the main objective of the present work is to evaluate the role of external social
pressures on restoration in urban nature. For which, in accordance with the research gap as
determined in subsection 1.2, the main research question to be answered becomes: How do
social norms affect the restorative situational preferences of people in an urban
nature environment?
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To be able to answer this question and achieve the main objective of the project we aim to:
1. Identify and describe the social norms that are prevalent in an urban nature environment
with social context
2. Identify the relation between social context and restorative situational preferences in an
urban nature environment
3. Identify the relation between personality characteristics and restorative situational prefer-
ences in an urban nature environment given a social context
4. Describe the preferred social context given an affective/attentional state
5. Identify the relation beteen social norms and restorative situational preferences given a
social context choice and given personality characteristics
We will here define restorative situational preference as the aggregate of (1) perceived likelihood
of restoration (as with Staats et al. (2003, 2010) social context research), and (2) a semantic scale
(as with Ulrich (1981); Vitalis (2010)) with the rated pleasantness of the restorative experience.
The choice for the use of the concept of perceived likelihood of restoration is mostly determined
through the vast amount of well-validated data available. This consequently allows for comparison
with other studies. Following the integrated framework of S. Kaplan (1995) we will however not
focus on either providing results for the ART- or PET-frameworks in relation to the effects of
attentional fatigue and/or stress.
Personality characteristics will here be defined as being general or global traits that are rel-
atively stable over time (Ajzen, 2005), thereby providing ’us’ with a general inclination towards
certain behaviours. The personality characteristic that will be used to reflect the actor’s ’influ-
ence’ on behaviour and perception is that of social anxiety – in relation to active avoidance of
interactional situations – as measured by the LSAS self-report instrument. Hence we expect that
levels of social anxiety positively relate to subjects choosing the empty path over the path with
social presence (Hypothesis Personality – 1). Furthermore, from the definition of social anxiety
it is likely that participants who are high in social anxiety will view encounters with strangers
with some trepidation, and would therefore not enjoy the encounter, nor be able to thoroughly
relax. As such we hypothesise that the higher the general level of social anxiety participants
reported during the LSAS questionnaire, the lower subjects’ perceived restoration will be when
having had an encounter (Hypothesis Personality – 2) and the lower subjects’ pleasantness will
be when having had an encounter (Hypothesis Personality – 3).8
8Assumptions underlying the personality hypotheses are (1) personality traits as measured by a general di-
agnostic scale reflect a general disposition which is relatively stable over time. (2) Incompatibility in levels of
specificity between general personality traits and specific behaviours measured reduces their observable relation.
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Furthermore, the ’physical environment’ that we will employ will make use of a visual simula-
tion of a walk in an urban park, due to the ease with which variables can be controlled within an
experimental setting as opposed to a field experiment and given that such a simulation was found
to be a valid representation of reality by Stamps III (1990, 2010). An urban park (i.e. relatively
managed nature) is used for its wide applicability in real life: an environment most of us easily
have access to. Moreover, urban parks represent a part of the ’ public realm’ and hence this
increases likelihood of social presence and/or social interaction, which follows the urbanisation
trend observed over the last decades (Antrop, 2004; UN-habitat, 2010). To be able to gauge the
effect of social norms, participants are to be presented with a choice between two paths during
this simulation. For it is through the link between situational injunctive norms and behaviour
(i.e. the choice in this case) that we can evaluate the force exerted by the norm(s) (Aarts & Di-
jksterhuis, 2003; Ajzen, 1985, e.g.), as we argue that the social pressures influence our behaviour
which in turn might influence our restoration process. So in an experiment we would require
the participants to exhibit behaviour in a social context where they are subject to such social
pressures; which in our case – similarly to Konings and Staats (2015)– leads to a choice of path
with one empty path and one path with another person out for a walk. As such the participants
have an active participation in the simulation, as opposed to previous research where people were
either led past another person or not (Rieder, 2013; Konings, 2014b). So inherently we expect
that the introduction of a choice and hence behaviour yields different evaluations with respect to
social contexts, pleasantness and restoration than simply visually guiding participants through
an encounter. Furthermore, based on the automatic activation of norms (Aarts & Dijksterhuis,
2003) we expect that participants will feel pressure to behave in a certain way in an environment
with social context (Hypothesis Social Norms – 1). After the politeness norms of Vitalis (2010);
Moser and Corroyer (2001) in the public realm we expect that participants will feel that it is im-
polite to reject a potential encounter with a stranger (Hypothesis Social Norms – 2); while based
on the civil inattention norm of Lofland (1989), and the notion of privacy – i.e. ∼ anonimity
within civil inattention – we expect that participants will also feel that they invade someone’s
privacy if they initiate a potential encounter with a stranger (Hypothesis Social Norms – 3).
The social context in the current project will be defined as a situation in which there is a social
presence on the forest path, which inherently also leads people to infer a potential encounter.
Further on participants will hence have either an actual encounter or no encounter. As a result the
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social context used will encompass both the robust ’mere presence’ effect and people’s inclinations
regarding (potential) encounters. If we consider the salience of the situational norms, it seems
likely that when the person on the path is facing towards the participant, that the situational
norm is most salient due to the direct potential for an encounter – with more feedback and/or
evaluation from others – as opposed to ’mere presence’. As such we hypothesise that subjects
with the person on the path facing towards them will more strongly perceive social norms than
subjects with the person on the path facing away from them (Hypothesis Social Norms – 4).9.
Besides the inference of a potential encounter, use of the social presence on a path will also allow
for direct comparison with the interesting findings by Konings and Staats (2015)10, upon which
a large part of our research gap has been based.
Given that attentional fatigue / stress has not been manipulated in the current experiment
we will presume that participants generally are not fatigued or stressed, and have similar levels
of attentional fatigue at the start of the experiment. Furthermore, as our physical environment
entails an urban park which can be considered a safe environment we will follow Konings (2014b)
in their findings that when controlling for safety their participants generally expected less restora-
tion from a situation with more people present. Therefore we hypothesise that subjects will,on
the overall, report higher perceived restoration when alone than when having had an encounter
(Hypothesis Social Context – 1), and higher pleasantness when alone than when having had an
encounter (Hypothesis Social Context – 2). After both Konings (2014b) and Staats and Hartig
(2004) we will also consider the levels of perceived safety, as they have shown that this can
greatly affect the likelihood of restoration within an environment. Note that Konings (2014b) as
well as Staats and Hartig (2004) noted that females were more susceptible to the effect of safety
as a result of presence of others. As such we will take gender into account as an independent
factor during the analyses. Furthermore, Konings (2014b) also found that the level of social
stimulation during the walk related to increased expectations of adaptive behaviour during fu-
ture walks. Translating this to the social norms in the current project: sensitivity to behavioural
norms might increase the more people expect to encounter others. So additionally to gender we
9Assumptions underlying the social norms hypotheses are: (1) Social norms are a social force and influence
(subsequent) behaviour. (2) Participants will have a sense of responsibility for the choice to be made and for the
consequences’ of their behaviour. (3) Participants will have a sense of autonomy related to the choice they are
asked to make.
10When given a choice the majority will opt to avoid an encounter with a stranger. However, those who chose
this empty path reported less likelihood of restoration than those who did opt for the path with the stranger.
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will also consider the extent of social stimulation people expect during the analyses.
To establish whethere there are differences between subjects in attentional fatigue, we fol-
low the findings by Grahn and Stigsdotter (2010); Konings (2014b) for social presence and/or
encounters. As such we expect that the more subjects are fatigued/stressed, the higher their re-
ported perceived restoration when alone than when having had an encounter (Hypothesis Fatigue
– 1), and the higher their reported pleasantness when alone than when having had an encounter
(Hypothesis Fatigue – 2).11
When considering the link between norms and behaviour, we presume that as a result of our in-
nate normative response to show conformity and gain approval (Guerin, 1989) norm-incongruent
behaviour yields a sense of guilt, or perhaps regret for not adhering to the norm. Consequently,
we expect that participants exhibiting norm-congruent behaviour will report higher perceived
restoration as a result of their choice of path, than those demonstrating norm-incongruent be-
haviour (Hypothesis Congruency – 1)12, and higher pleasantness than those demonstrating norm-
incongruent behaviour (Hypothesis Congruency – 2)13.14
11Assumptions underlying the fatigue hypotheses are: Stress and attentional fatigue are often to be observed
simultaneously due to (1) attentional fatigue relating to impaired performance, subsequently leading to frustration
or stress, or (2) a stressful situation ’demands’ attention and as such it decreases the capacity for directed attention
, or (3) actual co-occurrence of stress and attentional fatigue due to a stimulus directly causing both.
12Controlling for the relative levels of perception of social norms
13Controlling for the relative levels of perception of social norms
14Do note that following the definitions and approach as delineated above the following basic assumptions (i.e.
premises) are to be taken into account – during the analysis and/or interpretation of the experimental data: (1)
The use of visual images adequately represents reality. (2) The outcomes of self-report scales adequately relate
to participant’s ’explicit reality’. (3) People feel safe in an urban nature environment. (4) Participants will be
able to empathise with the situation presented in the simulation.(5) The person present in the ’social context’
-condition will be perceived as non-threatening.
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2 Methods
To test the hypotheses we used an experiment which involved the sequence of (1) questions
regarding the current state of cognitive fatigue, (2a) the choice for a certain social context
(’alone’ or an ’encounter’) within a simulation of a walk through urban nature, or (2b) no
choice and having either an encounter or no encounter, (3) explicit measures pertaining to the
perception of social norms, pleasantness and perceived restoration and (4) personality scales on
social anxiety 15.
Participants & experimental design. 144 subjects (37 males) were recruited on campus
(students and former students of Leiden University, and Delft University of Technology). The
subjects were between 18 - 36 years of age (M = 21.6). 49 subjects took part in a two-experiment
series, and 95 subjects took part in a three-experiment series. Participation in the experiment
was on a voluntary basis. As a monetary compensation for their participation subjects were
paid e5,50 (series of two experiments), e6,50 (series of three experiments) or 2 credits after
the experiment. A factorial 2 (choice, no choice) x 2 (social context, alone) between-subjects
experimental design has been employed. Subjects were randomly assigned to the choice/no
choice groups, and within the no choice condition also randomly to the path with/without social
context. To mitigate the reduction of statistical power the allocation of participants to ’choice’
was prioritised over ’no-choice’ with 73.7% of subjects in the ’choice’ group. 16.
Environmental simulation & choice manipulation. Konings (2014a) created a series of
photographs which simulate a one hour walk in an urban nature environment. These photographs
depict a typical walk along a well-defined path in a relatively managed forest. Great care was
taken by Konings (2014a) to ensure comparable lighting and conditions in the photos, as well as to
use daylight so as to mitigate any perception of threat or danger. Konings’ series of photographs
served as the simulation of a walk in the present study. The choice condition was presented at an
intersection between two paths (see Appendix D), each of which entailed a different social context
(alone or social presence), respectively. Participants who were allocated to – or opting for – the
15We conducted (4) as the last item in an experimental series, that way the participants will not relate the
restoration and social norm scales to the personality scales. See the experimental procedure for more details.
16Based on the results of Konings and Staats (2015) it was expected that the distribution of participants within
the ’choice’ condition would be as follows: socialcontextalone =
1
3 , with thereby participant group ’choice condition -
alone’ determining the maximum statistical power attainable, which would be less than the optimal case of a fully
balanced design
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’social context’ condition during the simulation were to follow a path on which a non-threatening
young adult male was present (Konings, 2014a). In contrast, those allocated to – or choosing –
the ’alone’ condition during the simulation were to follow the adjacent path on which the man
was not present. Therefore – at the moment of making the choice – the participants in the choice
condition were experiencing a social presence with the potential of a subsequent encounter.
To familiarise participants with the type of choice to be made in the choice condition all
participants were to make a (first) choice between two paths without any social presence or
manipulations. For the non-choice condition participants this first choice was included such that
both groups have a more similar experience in terms of active participation in their ’walk in the
park’.
Social presence on the forest path. The presence of the other person at the junction was
manipulated through additional sets of photos created by Konings (2014a) with the young adult
male either facing towards the partipant (53.9% of the cases), or facing away from the subject
(46.1% of the cases). Also, for 56.3% of the participants the young male was present on the
left path, while for 43.8% he was to be seen on the right path. As such we have four separate
conditions – ’facing towards/left’, ’facing towards/right’, ’facing away/left’, ’facing away/right’
– within both the choice and the no-choice conditions.17. These distinctions could be used to
evaluate the effects of left/right and facing towards/away on the participants’ choice, and their
perception of both the situation and level of restoration.
Measures.18 The questionnaire to measure participants’ attitudes towards walking in a natural
environment as developed by Staats et al. (2003), and as extended by Konings (2014b, 2014a),
will be used. The questionnaire pertains to the level of perceived safety in the environment, their
evaluation of taking a one hour walk in such an environment and the expectations participants
have regarding (1) likelihood of restoration, (2) social stimulation and sensitivity to behavioural
norms (3) the negative effects of presence of others on restoration, and (4) opportunity for contact.
Attentional fatigue – to determine the initial levels of attentional fatigue four behavioural
items (well-thought-out decision, focus on task, overview complex situation, attention to lecture)
17Due to a software indexing issue the data for ”facing away/right” in the no-choice condition was rendered
unusable for the current analyses. The percentages reflect the number of cases after omitting these eleven unusable
cases
18See Appendix B for a detailed account of the questionnaires employed for the current experiment, and
Appendix C for a detailed account of the scale construction and reliability analyses.
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and four affective state items (irritated, tired, worn out, mentally exhausted) were employed
(scale: 1, not at all – 7, extremely). In aggregate both sets of four items constitute the highly
consistent attentional fatigue scale (α = .8219)
Safety – the perception of safety during the walk was determined through a component
contrasting ’safety vs. ’danger’ (calm, safe, tense, threatening). Using the reverse scores of
’tense’ and ’threatening’ a highly internally consistent mean score (scale: 1, not at all – 7,
extremely) for safety was obtained (α = .78).
Pleasantness – the level of pleasantness experienced during the simulation was measured by
means of a component contrasting ’pleasant vs. unpleasant’ (enjoyable, pleasing, unpleasant).
Using the reverse score of ’unpleasant’ a highly consistent mean score (scale: 1, not at all – 7,
extremely) for pleasantness was obtained (α = .80).
Perceived likelihood of restoration – the items as developed by Staats et al. (2003) were used to
determine restoration (unwind completely, come to my senses, relax/calm down, renew energy)
on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 7 (very likely). Internal consistency of the scale was good (α = .79).
Social stimulation & sensitivity to behavioural norms – to determine the extent to which
people expect social stimulation during a future walk three items were used (many things going
on around me, see lots of different people, many people around), the additive scale’s consistency
was sufficient (α = .67) . Furthermore the sensitivity to behavioural norms in the environment
was determined through three adaptive items (adjust behaviour, adapt to people, take people into
account) and three evaluative presence items (being judged, being observed, being restricted). A
highly internally consistent mean score was obtained (α = .86). All items and scale means were
scored on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 7 (very likely).
Negative effects of presence of others on restoration – the extent to which people expect others
to have a negative influence on their restoration was measured through five items (others distract,
others negate attention to nature, others negate effects of nature, others reduce relaxation, others
lead to thoughts of mundane matters) on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 7 (very likely). A highly
internally consistent mean score was obtained (α = .81)
Opportunity for contact – the expectation of opportunity of contact was composed of the
items ’opportunity to share experiences’ and ’opportunity to make contact’. The items and the
mean were scored on a scale of 1 (not likely) to 7 (very likely) and were consistent (α = .81;
19α = Crohnbach’s alpha, unless indicated otherwise.
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r = .62, p < .001)
Perception of social norms – five items were added20 to the questionnaire as developed by
Staats et al. (2003) - and as extended by Konings (2014b, 2014a) - so as to measure the level
to which people perceive there to be a need for ’respect for privacy’ (contact is imposing on
others, impolite to address someone, expected to leave others alone), and a need for ’politeness’
(expected to contact others, impolite to avoid someone). The respect for privacy additive scale
was internally consistent (α = .73). The politeness scale was not sufficiently consistent (α = .35;
r = .23, p < .01), so we will have to consider the limitations of the two-item-scale accordingly
when using it in the analyses. All items and scale means were scored on a scale of 1 (not at all)
to 7 (very likely).
Social anxiety and avoidance – the 24 items as developed by Liebowitz (1987)21 were used to
measure the social avoidance people exhibit in both social performance and social interactional
situations. The social interaction avoidance subscale (α = .85) and the social avoidance scale
(α = .91) were both highly consistent. Items were scored on a scale of 1 (never, 0%) to 4 (almost
always, > 67%), and the (sub)scales as the aggregate of all corresponding items.
Affect due to choice made – the affective response to facing or avoiding an encounter was
determined through a negative internalised reaction component (’guilt’, ’embarrassment’, ’regret’,
’shame’) and a positive internalised reaction component (’safisfaction’, ’pride’). All items and
scale means were scored on a scale of 1 (not at all) to 7 (extremely).
Manipulation & assumption checks. The level of empathy with the environment presented
in the situation and the simulation thereof, their intrinsic tendencies towards - and familiarities
with nature and walking in nature, whether they had seen people during the simulation, and the
friction as a result of norm-incongruent behaviour were measured as manipulation and assumption
checks.
Use of photos as a representation of reality – to check whether the simulation was an adequate
representation the items ’correspondence photos to walk in nature’, ’correspondence photos to
impression of nature’ (scale: 1, not at all – 5, very much) and ’naturalness of environment’(scale:
1, not at all – 7, extremely) were used.
20The norms used have purely been based on the theoretical (e.g. Lofland (1989)) and empirical bases (e.g.
Table 12 in Rieder (2013)), as delineated in subsection 1.1. Recall the prevalence of civil inattention, privacy and
politeness in terms of acknowledging and greeting others.
21and translated by van Vliet (1999)
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Empathy with the situation in the simulation – to check the level of empathy the items ’fa-
miliarity with type of environment’, ’suitability of environment for a walk’, ’general appreciation
of going for a walk’ (scale: 1, not at all – 5, very much) and ’frequency of walking in the past
three months’ (< 3x,4− 6x,7− 9x,10− 12x,> 13x) were used.
Clarity of instructions – to verify this items with respect to clarity of ’questions’ and ’instruc-
tions of the investigator’ (scale: 1, not at all – 5, very much) were used.
Experimental procedure. After arriving in the lab the participants received a brief explana-
tion of the study and signed the informed consent. They were randomly proportionally allocated
to the choice/no choice conditions and to the respective left/right, facing towards/facing away
conditions of the social presence on the path. Within the no choice group participants were
allocated to either have an encounter on the path or not. Then the subjects were seated behind a
computer in a standard lab cubicle. All experimental instructions were displayed on the screen.
The experiment started with first the attentional fatigue questions, after which the participants
watched a 6:40 minute environmental simulation of a walk in a park through use of images which
were each presented for 2.2 seconds in order to simulate walking speed. During the simulation a
(first) choice of path – without any people present in the simulation – was presented to all par-
ticipants after 2:14 minutes. Subsequently after 3:24 minutes all participants had an encounter
with a girl walking alone 22. After 6:19 minutes the participants in the choice conditions were
given the choice between the path on which the young adult male was present, or the empty
path 23 and were to follow this path until after the encounter. Upon completion of the simula-
tion the participants were asked to rate their attitude towards the walk, and their expectations
with respect to the perceived likelihood of restoration, social stimulation and sensitivity to be-
havioural norms, negative effects of presence of others on restoration, opportunity of contact and
the perception of social norms in the environment. Next they were asked questions so as to check
for the level of empathy they had with the situation as presented in the simulation, whether
the experimental instructions were clear and whether they had indeed seen other people during
the simulation. Then either one other (subjects 1 - 49), or two other experiments (subjects 50
- 144) were conducted before the LSAS questionnaire was presented. Finally, the participants
were debriefed and given their monetary/credit compensation.
22perceived safety: a girl can walk around on her own here...
23the no choice participants were randomly allocated to either one of these so as to have an encounter or not
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3 Results
In this chapter we will first check whether the manipulations as presented in section 2 can be
considered effective, and whether the assumptions on which our hypotheses in subsection 1.3 had
been based have been met accordingly. Then we will present some general results which do not
directly pertain to the hypotheses. Subsequently we will discuss the experimental results in light
of each of the five aims we have formulated in subsection 1.3. These results are presented in
sections in such a way that they directly pertain to one hypothesis, which in turn corresponds
to one of the five aims.
3.1 Manipulation checks and assumption checks
• The use of photos for the simulation can be considered an adequate representation
of reality.
Participants generally considered the photos to correspond quite well to a walk in a natural
environment (M = 3.7, SD = .9), with 12.5% of the subjects rating the photos as not cor-
responding so well to a walk in a natural environment. One outlier was to be observed who
considered the photos as not corresponding to a walk in a natural environment at all (score
= 1). Furthermore, participants also tended to consider the photos to correspond to their im-
pression of a natural environment (M = 3.8, SD = .8), with only 5.3% of subjects rating the
photos as not corresponding too well to their impression of nature (scores = 2). In characteris-
ing the environment in the simulation, the subjects considered it relatively natural (M = 5.1,
SD = 1.0), with 7.5% of participants considering the environment as not too natural (scores
≤ 3). Two outliers were to be observed who considered the environment as not too natural
(scores = 2). Hence we argue that the use of photos in the current sample is indeed to be
considered an adequate representation of reality.
• Participants will be able to empathise with the situation presented in the simula-
tion.
Participants tended to be familiar with the environment presented in the simulation (M = 4.0,
SD = .9), with only 5.3% of subjects rating the type of environment as not (too) familiar
(scores ≤ 2). The latter group solely consisted of outliers. Additionally the participants con-
sidered the environment suitable for a walk (M = 4.2, SD = .9), with only 5.3% of subjects
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rating the environment as not (too) suitable (scores ≤ 2). For the latter six outliers were to
be observed (scores = 1). Furthermore, participants (61.2%) generally like to go for a walk
(M = 3.6, SD = 1.2). Fourteen outliers were to be observed who did not like to go for a walk
at all (scores = 1).
As such we argue that in general participants were indeed able to empathise with the situation
presented in the simulation. In terms of practical experience it did however turn out that the
majority of participants (54.2%) were not frequent walkers with a rating of less than three
walks of about an hour in the past three months.
• People feel safe in an urban nature environment.
Participants did not consider the walk to be threatening (M = 1.6, SD = .9) and tended
to feel safe during the walk (M = 5.2, SD = 1.2). Seven outliers amounting to 5.3% of the
number of participants were to be observed who did consider the walk threatening to some
extent (scores ≥ 4) and eight outliers amounting to 6.0% who did not feel safe during the walk
(scores ≤ 3).24 25
• The experimental instructions were found to be clear.
Participants felt that the questions were clear (M = 4.4, SD = .7), and that the instructions
of the investigator were clear (M = 4.5, SD = .7). Three outliers were to be observed who did
not consider the questions to be too clear (scores = 2), and two outliers who did not consider
the investigator’s instructions as being too clear (scores = 2).26 So it can be concluded that
the experimental istructions were indeed found to be clear.
• Participants were aware that there was social context in the simulation.
99.3% of participants had encountered other people during their walk, with only one participant
indicating that they had not seen others 27. As a result it is fair to say that participants were
aware of social context in the simulation.
• Whether the person is present on the left or right path does not affect the choice
to avoid or face an encounter.
The choice made to face or avoid an encounter is not related to whether the person is on the left
24Five of these outliers considered both the walk threatening a´nd did not feel safe.
25Do note that with safety we here refer to the ’complete picture’ within the simulation’s environment. Isolated
analysis of the safety evaluations regarding the two persons present in the simulation is not checked for in the
current experiment. See Konings (2014b) for more information on the non-threatening rating of the persons
present in the simulation.
26One of these outliers did not consider either the questions o´r the instructions clear.
27Do note that case 119 was allocated to the ’no choice - encounter’ condition, so they should have seen two
people during their simulation.
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or on the right path (χ(1) = 1.97, p = .16128; F (1, 96) = 2.61, p = .110 ), nor can it be predicted
from the person’s relative side of presence on either path (Model-χ(1) = 2.60, p = .10729).
• Whether the stranger is facing towards the participant or facing away from the
subject does not significantly affect the participants’ choice to avoid or face an
encounter.
The choice made to face or avoid an encounter might in the population be marginally related
to whether the person on the path is facing towards, or facing away from the subject (χ(1) =
2.73, p = .09930; F (1, 96) = 2.61, p = .110). As such this assumption cannot be considered
as being met sufficiently. Consequently we will have to consider the effect of the participant
facing towards and away from the participants in further analyses. Participants tended more
towards avoiding the person on the path if they were facing away from them (M = .69) than
when they were facing towards them (M = .51).31 See also Table 1. Do note that in general
more participants chose to avoid the encounter (60.2%) than to face the encounter (39.8%).
Table 1: The Numbers of Participants Who Made the Choice To Face or Avoid Encounter, for
the Conditions Facing Towards and Facing Away.
Face Encounter Avoid Encounter
Facing Towards 24 25
Facing Away 15 34
Total 39 59 98
% of Total 39.8 60.2 100.0
• Participants have similar levels of attentional fatigue at the start of the experiment
Overall, participants reported low levels of attentional fatigue (M = 2.9, SD = .8). More
specifically, subjects tended not to feel irritated (M = 1.7, SD = .9), tired (M = 3.8, SD =
1.5), worn out (M = 2.7, SD = 1.5), or exhausted (M = 2.8, SD = 1.4) at the start of
the experiment. Besides that they felt that they would be able to reach a well-thought-out
decision (M = 5.5, SD = 1.0), to focus on a task (M = 5.3, SD = 1.1), or to obtain an
overview of a complex situation (M = 5.2, SD = 1.1). Regarding paying attention to a
lengthy lecture subjects were more neutral as to their expected ability (M = 4.0, SD = 1.5).
28With continuity correction for the chi-square test. Assumption of Ei,j > 5 met with Emin = 19.10 in the
current sample.
29By means of binary logistic regression
30With continuity correction for the chi-square test. Assumption of Ei,j > 5 met with Emin = 19.50 in the
current sample.
31Choice made to face = 0, and to avoid the encounter = 1
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Participants who chose to avoid an encounter did not significantly differ in attentional fatigue
from participants choosing to face the encounter (F (1, 96) = .39, p = .535). Furthermore,
participants in the choice condition did not have a significantly different level of attentional
fatigue than the subjects in the no-choice condition (F (1, 131) = .39, p = .870). Similarly,
the participants having an encounter were not distinguishable from participants not having an
encounter in terms of attentional fatigue (F (1, 96) = .50, p = .823). As such the subjects can
be asssumed to have similar levels of attentional fatigue at the start of the experiment.
3.2 General results
Norm-incongruent behaviour yields a sense of guilt or perhaps regret for not adher-
ing to the situational norm (in comparison with norm-congruent behaviour). Norm-
(in)congruent behaviour is currently defined only for those subjects in the choice condition, given
that it is only them who exhibit actual behaviour when choosing to face or avoid the encounter
on the forest path. Furthermore, congruence is determined by participants either (1) choosing
to face the encounter a´nd finding the politeness norm at least slightly important (score ≥ 3) or
(2) by choosing to avoid the encounter a´nd finding the respect for privacy norm at least slightly
important (score ≥ 3). Incongruence on the other hand can be determined as participants either
(1) choosing to avoid the encounter whilst finding the politeness norm at least slightly important
(score ≥ 3) or (2) by choosing to face the encounter whilst finding the respect for privacy norm at
least slightly important (score ≥ 3). For those participants who rated both the respect for privacy
and politeness norms as at least slightly important their norm-congruence was determined based
on the norm they valued most. See Table 2 for the sample sizes. The ’sense of guilt or perhaps
regret’ is here defined as a ’negative internalised reaction’ (see section 2 for a description of the
scale). A linear regression analysis with ’negative internalised reaction’ as predicted from ’norm
congruency - privacy’ indicated that there was a marginally significant negative linear relation-
ship between the two variables (b = −2.23, t = −1.79, p = .082, R2 = 8.6%); which means that
not adhering to the norm yields higher negative internalised reaction scores than norm-congruent
behaviour. Similarly, a linear regression analysis with ’negative internalised reaction’ as predicted
from ’norm congruency - politeness’ indicated that there was a statistically significant negative
linear relationship between the two variables (b = −3.13, t = −2.20, p < .05, R2 = 16.3%);
so norm-incongruence yields higher ’negative internalised reaction scores’ than behaviour that
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adheres to the prevalent situational norm. As such relatively speaking (i.e. when comparing
norm-incongruent behaviour to congruent behaviour) norm-incongruent behaviour yields a sense
of guilt or perhaps regret for not adhering to the situational norm. Do note however that the ab-
solute values of the ’negative internalised reaction’ as determined with the current measurement
instruments were rather low (M = 1.7, SD = .9, scale: 1− 7).
Table 2: Sample Sizes for the Respective Norm-(In)Congruent Groups Regarding the Respect for
Privacy and Politeness Norms.
Respect for Privacy Politeness
Norm-congruent 20 13
Norm-incongruent 16 14
63 (out of 98)
Aim 1. Identify and describe the social norms that are prevalent in
an urban nature environment with social context
Hypothesis Social Norms 1 – Subjects will feel pressure to behave in a certain way in
an environment with social context. Behaviourally speaking, participants only slightly ex-
pected to have to adapt to the people they encounter (M = 2.932, SD = 1.47), to have to adjust
their behaviour to that of the people they encounter (M = 2.8, SD = 1.48), or to have to take
people they meet into account (M = 3.9, SD = 1.47). Similarly, in terms of pressure, they did
not expect to have other people judging them (M = 3.3, SD = 1.63), to be observed (M = 2.7,
SD = 1.46), or to be restricted in their behaviours during such a walk in urban nature (M = 2.5,
SD = 1.49). As such it appears that on average the participants only slightly perceived there
to be pressure to behave in a certain way due to social context (M = 3.0, SD = 1.18) during a
walk in urban nature. Therefore the current hypothesis is tentatively to be confirmed.
Choice vs. no choice, encounter vs. no encounter and gender effects – A factorial ANOVA
with ’sensitivity to behavioural norms’ and factors ’choice’, ’gender’ and ’encounter’33 indicated
that participants allocated to the no choice condition were found to be more perceptive to
the pressure to behave in a certain way in an urban nature environment with social context
(M = 3.6, SD = .23) than those participants in the choice condition (M = 2.8, SD = .14),
(F (1, 125) = 7.282, p < .010). No other effects (main or interaction) were found to be significant.
32Recall: on a scale of 1− 7
33Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = .55, p = .797).
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Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects – A factorial ANOVA only with subjects
who chose their path, with ’sensitivity to behavioural norms’ and factors ’choice’ and ’gender’
34 indicated that participants who chose to face the encounter demonstrated no differences in
sensitivity to behavioural norms from those choosing to avoid the encounter (F (1, 94) = .05, p =
ns), nor were there any main or interaction effects with gender (F (1, 94) = .64, p = ns and
F (1, 94) = .11, p = ns, respectively).
Attentional fatigue, safety and expectancy of social stimulation effects – To check for un-
derlying differences between the groups in terms of (1) initial levels of attentional fatigue, (2)
participants’ sense of safety or (3) their expectancy of social stimulation in the environment a
factorial ANCOVA with ’sensitivity to behavioural norms’ was performed.35 36 For the current
ANCOVA analysis the choice condition was slightly more significant than the ANOVA before
(F (1, 122) = 10.27, p < .005), and one interaction effect between choice, gender and encounter
was found to be significant (F (1, 122) = 4.83, p < .05). Furthermore the covariates ’social stim-
ulation’ (F (1, 122) = 11.50, p < .005), ’attentional fatigue’ (F (1, 122) = 17.79, p < .001) and
’safety’ (F (1, 122) = 18.59, p < .001) were all found to be highly significant as well. Hence differ-
ing initial levels of attentional fatigue, participants’ sense of safety and their expectancy of social
stimulation in the environment previously masked the interaction. The difference between the
no choice group (M∗ = 3.6) and the choice group (M∗ = 2.9) has remained relatively constant
after controlling for the covariates. When interpreting the statistically significant interaction it
appears that for males who had a choice of path their perception of the pressure to behave was
lower when choosing to face an encounter (M∗ = 2.8) as compared to avoiding an encounter
(M∗ = 3.0). For females the opposite was true, as for them their perception of norms pressuring
them to adapt/adjust was higher for facing an encounter (M∗ = 3.0) as opposed to avoiding an
encounter (M∗ = 2.8). On the other hand, when participants did not have a choice, the pattern
was reversed in comparison with the choice condition. Males reported higher ’sensitivity to be-
havioural norms’ after having had an encounter (M∗ = 4.1) than no encounter (M∗ = 3.6), while
females’ perception was higher for no encounter (M∗ = 3.9) in comparison with an encounter
34Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (3, 94) = .25, p = ns).
35Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = 1.57, p = ns).
36Recall that these covariates were chosen given that (1) the pre-test levels of attentional fatigue were not
manipulated, nor controlled for during the experimental procedure, (2) as feelings of safety have been found to
influence one’s perception and evaluation of the environment Staats and Hartig (2004) and (3) the extent to
which participants expect social context may influence the salience of norms associated with such a context.
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with another person (M∗ = 2.8). See also Figure 4 for a graphic representation.37 For the covari-
ate ’attentional fatigue’ bw = .471, which means that the higher the attentional fatigue, the higher
the ’sensitivity to behavioural norms’ will be. For the covariate ’social stimulation’ bw = .302, so
the more participants expect to see other people during a walk, the stronger behavioural norms
will be perceived in the environment. Hence salience of the norms also seems to rely on the
’amount’ of social context one appears to expect. For the covariate ’safety’ bw = −.440, so for
increasing sense of safety behavioural norms will be perceived less strongly. The latter notion
could perhaps give an indication that when people feel more at ease, they might be less sensitive
to (judgement of) others.
Hypothesis Social Norms 2 – Subjects will feel that it is impolite to reject a poten-
tial encounter with a stranger. Participants did not consider it impolite to avoid someone
(M = 3.1, SD = 1.98), nor did they feel that they would be expected to make contact with other
people during a walk similar to the one in the simulation (M = 2.3, SD = 1.27). As such it
appears that in general the participants did not perceive there to be a salient ’politeness’ norm
(M = 2.7, SD = 1.30) during a walk in urban nature. Therefore there is no indication that
subjects will feel that it is impolite to reject a potential encounter with a stranger.
Choice vs. no choice, encounter vs. no encounter and gender effects – To check whether there
were differences between the respective ’choice’ and ’no choice’ groups, in gender and/or those
participants having had an encounter and not having had an encounter a factorial ANOVA with
’politeness’ was performed.38 No interaction effects were to be observed in the factorial ANOVA
and one main effect for gender was marginally significant (F (1, 125) = 3.72, p = .056). Males
were less perceptive to the ’politeness’ norm (M = 2.4,SD = 1.17 ) than females (M = 3.0,
SD = 1.33).
Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects – A factorial ANOVA only with subjects
who chose their path, with ’politeness’ and factors ’choice made’ and ’gender’ 39 indicated that
participants who chose to face the encounter demonstrated no differences in their perception of
politeness norms from those choosing to avoid the encounter (F (1, 94) = .09, p = ns), nor was
there an interaction effect with gender (F (1, 94) = 2.22, p = ns). Also in this reduced sample
37Only Figures 1, 2 and 3 are printed in the current chapter. The addtional figures (like this one) can be found
in Appendix A.
38Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = .80, p = ns).
39Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (3, 94) = .59, p = ns).
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the main effect for gender was marginally significant (F (1, 94) = 3.72, p = .056). Males were less
perceptive to the ’politeness’ norm (M = 2.3, SD = 1.16) than females (M = 2.8, SD = 1.36).
Attentional fatigue, safety and expectancy of social stimulation effects – To check for un-
derlying differences between the groups in terms of (1) initial levels of attentional fatigue, (2)
participants’ sense of safety or (3) their expectancy of social stimulation in the environment
again a factorial ANCOVA with ’politeness’ was performed.40 There were no statistically signifi-
cant main effects, but the interaction between choice, gender and encounter was found significant
(F (1, 122) = 4.27, p < .05), as were the covariates ’social stimulation’(F (1, 122) = 8.69, p < .005)
and ’attentional fatigue’ (F (1, 125) = 9.83, p < .005). Hence this interaction effect was previ-
ously masked by differing levels in ’attentional fatigue’ and expectancy of ’social stimulation’.
In Figure 5 it can be observed that males who had a choice of path at the second intersection
their perception of the ’politeness’ norm was lower when choosing an encounter (M∗ = 2.2) as
compared to avoiding an encounter (M∗ = 2.7). For females the opposite was true, as for them
their perception of a ’politeness’ norm was higher for those choosing an encounter (M∗ = 3.1)
as opposed to avoiding an encounter (M∗ = 2.6). On the other hand, when participants did not
have a choice, the pattern was reversed in comparison with the choice condition. Males then
rated less perception of ’politeness’ after having had an encounter (M∗ = 3.0) than not having
had an encounter (M∗ = 2.5), while females’ perception was higher for no encounter (M∗ = 3.4)
in comparison with an encounter with another person (M∗ = 2.6). So it appears that either fe-
males who were more perceptive to the politeness norm tended to opt for the encounter, or that
those females who chose / avoided the encounter ’justified’ their choice afterwards by indicating
higher and lower levels of perceived politeness norms, respectively. On the other hand, males
appeared to avoid the encounter more often when they considered it more impolite to do so. For
the covariate ’attentional fatigue’ bw = .431 which means that the higher the attentional fatigue,
the higher the perception of ’politeness’ will be. For the covariate ’social stimulation’ bw = .323,
so the more participants expect to see other people during a walk, the stronger politeness norms
will be perceived in the environment.
Hypothesis Social Norms 3 – Subjects will feel that they invade someone’s privacy
if they initiate a potential encounter with a stranger. Participants did not consider it
40Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = .38, p = ns).
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impolite to address someone during a walk (M = 2.4, SD = 1.31), nor did they feel that they
would be expected to leave others alone (M = 3.4, SD = 1.75), or did they consider contacting
someone as imposing on them (M = 3.1, SD = 1.67). As such it appears that the participants
did not perceive there to be a salient ’privacy’ norm (M = 3.0, SD = 1.30) during a walk in
urban nature. Therefore the current hypothesis is to be rejected.
Choice vs. no choice, encounter vs. no encounter and gender effects – To check whether there
were differences between the respective ’choice’ and ’no choice’ groups, in gender and/or those
participants having had an encounter, or not, a factorial ANOVA with ’respect for privacy’ was
performed.41 However, no statistically significant interaction or main effects were to be observed.
Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects – A factorial ANOVA only with sub-
jects who chose their path, with ’respect for privacy’ and factors ’choice made’ and ’gender’
42 indicated that participants who chose to face the encounter demonstrated no differences in
their perception of the respect for privacy norm from those choosing to avoid the encounter
(F (1, 94) = .72, p = ns), nor were there significant main or interaction effects with gender
(F (1, 94) = .53, p = ns and F (1, 94) = .35, p = ns, respectively).
Attentional fatigue, safety and expectancy of social stimulation effects – To check for un-
derlying differences between the groups in terms of (1) initial levels of attentional fatigue, (2)
participants’ sense of safety or (3) their expectancy of social stimulation in the environment
again a factorial ANCOVA with ’respect for privacy’ was performed.43 There were no significant
interaction effects, but the main effect for gender was significant (F (1, 122) = 4.05, p < .05),
as were the covariates ’attentional fatigue’ (F (1, 122) = 5.32, p < .05) and ’safety’ (F (1, 122) =
11.01, p < .005). Hence the main effect for gender was previously masked by initial levels of
attentional fatigue and participants’ sense of safety. Males (M∗ = 3.4) were more perceptive to
the ’privacy’ norm than females (M∗ = 2.8). For the covariate ’attentional fatigue’ bw = .324
which means that the higher the attentional fatigue, the higher the perception of ’privacy’ will
be. For the covariate ’safety’ bw = −.427, so for increasing sense of safety privacy norms will be
perceived less strongly. The latter two findings might perhaps also relate to the preference for
social context, as will be investigated in Aim 2 and Aim 4.
41Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = 1.63, p = ns).
42Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (3, 94) = .94, p = ns).
43Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = 1.00, p = ns).
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Hypothesis Social Norms 4 – Subjects with the person on the path facing towards
them will more strongly perceive social norms than subjects with the person on
the path facing away from them. Strength of behavioural norms – No statistically sig-
nificant main effect for differences in facing towards or away from the subject were found
(F (1, 122) = 1.89, p = ns) in a factorial ANCOVA44 with ’sensitivity to behavioural norms’
and factors ’gender’, ’choice’ and ’facing direction’, while controlling for covariates ’social stim-
ulation’, ’attentional fatigue’ and ’safety’. As such the current hypothesis is to be rejected with
respect to the pressure experienced to behave in a certain way due to social context. There
was however a significant interaction between ’facing direction’, ’choice’ and ’gender’ to be ob-
served (F (1, 122) = 4.52, p < .05). All three covariates were highly significant: social stimulation
(F (1, 122) = 13.05, p < .001), attentional fatigue (F (1, 122) = 18.22, p < .001) and safety
(F (1, 122) = 17.27, p < .001). For the covariate ’attentional fatigue’ bw = .483, for ’social stimu-
lation’ bw = .322, and for ’safety’ bw = −.424. For females the ’sensitivity of behavioural norms
was higher for ’facing towards’ (M∗ = 2.9 for choice and M∗ = 2.8 for no choice) than ’facing
away’ (M∗ = 3.0 for choice and M∗ = 3.9 for no choice), regardless of whether they were had
a choice of path or not. For the males however, the perception of behavioural norms was lower
when not having a choice and the person facing away (M∗ = 3.6) in comparison with the person
facing towards them (M∗ = 4.1). While when the men do have a choice of path their ’sensitivity
of behavioural norms’ was higher for ’facing away’ (M∗ = 3.1) as opposed to ’facing towards’
(M∗ = 2.6). See also Figure 1 for a graphic depiction. So, rather unintuitively and in contrast
to the hypothesis, it appears that participants tended to report lower sensitivity to behavioural
norms in case the stranger was facing towards them, while for males this was only the case if
they had a choice of path. When males did not have a choice they rated higher sensitivity to
behavioural norms when the stranger was facing towards them.
Strength of politeness norms – No statistically significant main effect for differences in facing
towards or away from the subject (F (1, 122) = .212, p = ns), nor any significant interaction
effects with ’facing direction’ were found in a factorial ANCOVA45 with ’politeness’ and factors
’gender’, ’choice’ and ’facing direction’, while controlling for covariates ’social stimulation’, ’at-
tentional fatigue’ and ’safety’. As such the current hypothesis is to be rejected with respect to
44Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = 1.19, p = ns).
45Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = .72, p = ns).
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Figure 1: Estimated Marginal Means for Sensitivity To Behavioural Norms for Subjects in the
Choice (u) and No Choice (l) Conditions, Respectively. Covariates Appearing in the Model are
Evaluated at ’Social Stimulation’ = 3.34, ’Attentional Fatigue’ = 2.15 and ’Safety’ = 5.30.
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the politeness norms preceived. The covariates ’social stimulation’ (F (1, 122) = 10.93, p = .001)
and ’attentional fatigue’ (F (1, 122) = 8.28, p < .01) were found to be highly significant. For
the covariate ’attentional fatigue’ bw = .407 and for ’social stimulation’ bw = .368, so the higher
the levels of attentional fatigue or social stimulation, the more people will perceive there to be
politeness norms.
Strength of respect for privacy norm – No significant main effect for differences in facing to-
wards or away from the subject (F (1, 122) = .174, p = ns), nor any significant interaction effects
with ’facing direction’ were found in a factorial ANCOVA46 with ’respect for privacy’ and fac-
tors ’gender’, ’choice’ and ’facing direction’, while controlling for covariates ’social stimulation’,
’attentional fatigue’ and ’safety’. As such the current hypothesis is to be rejected with respect to
the privacy norms perceived. The covariates ’safety’ (F (1, 122) = 8.83, p < .005) and ’attentional
fatigue’ (F (1, 122) = 5.13, p < .05) were found to be significant. For the covariate ’attentional
fatigue’ bw = .324 and for ’safety’ bw = −.383. .
Aim 2. Identify the relation between social context and restorative
situational preferences in an urban nature environment
Hypothesis Social Context 1 – Subjects will, on the overall, report higher per-
ceived likelihood of restoration when having been alone than when having had an
encounter. Choice vs. no choice, encounter vs. no encounter and gender effects – A factorial
ANOVA47 with ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ and factors ’encounter’, ’choice’ and ’gender’
showed that there was no main effect to be observed for encounters with respect to higher per-
ceived likelihood of restoration (F (1, 125) = .27, p = ns). As such the above hypothesis in itself
is to be rejected. Furthermore no other main effects for ’choice’ (F (1, 125) = .37, p = ns) or
’gender’ (F (1, 125) = .18, p = ns), nor any interactions were found statistically significant.
Negative effects of others on restoration – To investigate whether there were differences be-
tween groups in terms of the extent to which they expect that others negatively affect their
restoration a factorial ANOVA with ’others - negative restoration’ and factors ’encounter’, ’choice’
and ’gender’ was performed. The analysis demonstrated that there were no statistically signifi-
cant differences between groups. Neither the main effect of choice (F (1, 125) = 1.65, p = ns), the
46Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = 1.24, p = ns).
47Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = .39, p = .ns).
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main effect of gender (F (1, 125) = .02, p = ns) or that of encounter (F (1, 125) = .1.01, p = ns)
were statistically significant . Besides that none of the interactions were statistically significant
either. Furthermore the Pearson correlation between ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ and
’others - negative restoration’ did not show a significant linear relation either (r = −.01, p = ns).
As such it appears that there is no influence of the degree to which participants expect that others
negatively influence their restoration on the perceived likelihood of restoration that participants
report.
Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects – A factorial ANOVA only with subjects
who chose their path, with ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ and factors ’choice made’ and
’gender’ 48 indicated that the choice participants made to either face or avoid the encounter
on the path yielded no significant differences in ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ (F (1, 94) =
.39, p = ns), nor were there any main or interaction effects with gender (F (1, 94) = .34, p = ns
and F (1, 94) = .15, p = ns, respectively).
Attentional fatigue, safety and expectancy of social stimulation effects – To check for underly-
ing differences between the ’encounter’, ’choice’ and ’gender’ groups in terms of (1) initial levels
of attentional fatigue, (2) participants’ sense of safety or (3) their expectancy of social stim-
ulation in the environment, a factorial ANCOVA with ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ was
performed.49 There were no significant main or interaction effects, but the covariate ’safety’ did
add signficantly to the model (F (1, 122) = 36.34, p < .001). For the covariate ’safety’ bw = .42.
A quick MRA for the prediction of ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ by means of ’safety’
explained 22.1% of the variance in the sample, and also indicated that increased safety led to
increased expectations of perceived restoration (b = .409, t = 6.10, p < .001) As such it appears
that the perceived likelihood of restoration is relatively constant across groups and seems only
moderated by the level of safety one experiences during the walk.
Hypothesis Social Context 2 – Subjects will, on the overall, report higher pleasant-
ness when having been alone than when having had an encounter. Choice vs. no
choice, encounter vs. no encounter and gender effects – A factorial ANOVA50 with ’pleasant-
ness’ and factors ’encounter’, ’choice’ and ’gender’ showed that there was no main effect to be
48Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (3, 94) = .53, p = ns).
49Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = .25, p = ns).
50Homogeneous variances assumption was not met necessarily as Levene’s was marginally significant
(F (7, 125) = 2.07, p = .051).
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observed for encounters with respect to reported pleasantness (F (1, 125) = .52, p = ns). As
such the above hypothesis in itself is to be rejected. However, interesting to note is that one
interaction – between ’gender’ and ’encounter’ – was found marginally significant for pleasantness
(F (1, 125) = 3.54, p = .062). Females reported slightly higher pleasantness when having encoun-
tered someone else (M∗ = 5.0) than when not having had an encounter(M∗ = 4.8); while males
found not having had an encounter (M∗ = 5.1) rather more pleasant than meeting a stranger
(M∗ = 4.5). See also Figure 2 for a graphical depiction.
Figure 2: Estimated Marginal Means for Pleasantness for Males and Females Who Either Had
Or Did Not Have an Encounter on Their Path.
Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects – A factorial ANOVA only with subjects
who chose their path, with ’pleasantness’ and factors ’choice made’ and ’gender’ 51 indicated
that the choice participants made to either face or avoid the encounter on the path yielded no
significant differences in ’pleasantness’ (F (1, 94) = 1.79, p = ns), nor were there any main or
interaction effects with gender (F (1, 94) = .00, p = ns and F (1, 94) = 1.78, p = ns, respectively).
The latter is especially of interest given that there was an interaction between participants’
respective gender and the pleasantness they experienced when having (not) had an encounter.
51Homogeneous variances assumption was not met as Levene’s was statistically significant (F (3, 94) =
2.73, p =< .05).
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Apparently the choice people made to either have or not have this encounter did not play a role
in this effect.
Attentional fatigue, safety and expectancy of social stimulation effects – To check for underly-
ing differences between the ’encounter’, ’choice’ and ’gender’ groups in terms of (1) initial levels
of attentional fatigue, (2) participants’ sense of safety or (3) their expectancy of social stim-
ulation in the environment, a factorial ANCOVA with ’pleasantness’ was performed.52. There
were no significant main effects for ’encounter’, ’choice’ or ’gender’, but the covariate ’safety
did add signficantly to the model (F (1, 122) = 14.66, p < .001) for , whilst covariate ’social
stimulation’ was found to be marginally significant (F (1, 122) = 2.90, p = .091). For the co-
variate ’safety’ bw = .343 and for ’social stimulation’ bw = −.133. Furthermore through use of
the covariates the above interaction between ’gender’ and ’encounter’ was relatively unaltered
(F (1, 122) = 4.437, p < .05). Females reported higher pleasantness after encountering someone
else (M∗ = 5.1) than when not having had an encounter (M∗ = 4.8); while males found not
having an encounter (M∗ = 5.0) more pleasant than meeting someone else (M∗ = 4.4). As such
the pleasantness participants experience with respect to encounters versus no encounters strongly
depends on their gender.
Aim 3. Identify the relation between personality characteristics and
restorative situational preferences in an urban nature environment
Hypothesis Personality 1 – Levels of social anxiety positively relate to subjects choos-
ing the empty path over the path with social presence. Social avoidance and social inter-
action avoidance effects – A point-biserial correlation was executed to determine the relationship
between LSAS social interaction avoidance and the choice made to face or avoid the encounter
on the path. In the interpretation of the correlations as effect sizes, Cohen’s benchmarks53 were
used in terms of absolute value of the correlation. The statistical significance was determined
two-tailed, unless indicated otherwise. The point-biserial analysis displayed a small to medium
positive correlation between the LSAS social interaction avoidance scale and ’choice made’ which
was statistically significant (rpb = .21, p < .05, N = 98). Similarly, for the relationship between
52Homogeneous variances assumption was not met as Levene’s was statistically significant (F (7, 125) = 3.46, p <
.005).
53Cohen’s benchmarks: |r| = 0.10 = small , |r| = 0.30 = medium, |r| = 0, 50 = large.
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LSAS social avoidance and the choice made to face or avoid the encounter a second point-biserial
correlation was determined. There was a positive correlation just shy of Cohen’s medium-size
benchmark between the LSAS social interaction avoidance scale and ’choice made’ which was
found significant( rpb = .24, p < .05, N = 98). As such the hypothesis can be confirmed, as those
participants who reported higher levels of social anxiety (i.e. through the tendency for social
avoidance scales) were more prone to avoid the encounter. Hence they would be more likely to
choose the empty path over the path with a social presence.
Predicting the choice of path from social avoidance effects – A logistic regression 54 was
performed to further ascertain the effect the LSAS social avoidance score has on the like-
lihood that participants avoid an encounter. The logistic regression model was statistically
significant, χ2(1) = 6.28, p < .05 and explained 8.4% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in the
choice made, and correctly classified 65.3% of the cases. Furthermore, LSAS social avoidance
(χ2(1) = 5.36, p < .05), added significantly to the model. Increasing LSAS social avoidance scores
were associated with an increased likelihood of avoiding the encounter (eB = 1.058), which con-
firms that the LSAS social avoidance scale indeed positively relates to subjects choosing the
empty path over the path with social presence.
Predicting the choice of path from social interaction avoidance effects –Similarly, a logistic
regression 55 was performed to further ascertain the effect the LSAS social interaction avoidance
score has on the likelihood that participants avoid an encounter. The logistic regression model
was statistically significant, χ2(1) = 4.75, p < .05 and explained 6.4% (Nagelkerke R2) of the
variance in the choice made, and correctly classified 60.2% of the cases. Furthermore, LSAS
social interaction avoidance (χ2(1) = 4.25, p < .05), added significantly to the model. As with
LSAS social avoidance, increasing LSAS social interaction avoidance scores were associated with
an increased likelihood of avoiding the encounter (eB = 1.092) As such both LSAS scales can
be used to predict the likelihood that someone will avoid an encounter. Comparison of the two
regression analyses yields that the model for LSAS social avoidance explained more variance than
the LSAS social interaction avoidance scale, and was more accurate in its prediction with more
correctly classified cases. As a result we will employ the social avoidance scale for any subsequent
54Linearity between the continuous independent variables and the logit transformation of the dependent variable
was confirmed through the Box-Tidwell procedure.
55Linearity between the continuous independent variables and the logit transformation of the dependent variable
was confirmed through the Box-Tidwell procedure.
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analyses.
Hypothesis Personality 2 – The higher the level of social anxiety reported dur-
ing the LSAS, the lower subjects’ perceived likelihood of restoration will be when
having had an encounter. Social avoidance and social interaction avoidance effects – To
first investigate the relationship between the level of avoidance related social anxiety and per-
ceived likelihood of restoration the Pearson correlations between the LSAS social avoidance and
LSAS social interaction avoidance scales and ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ were calcu-
lated, in order to describe the separate linear relationships between these variables. perceived
likelihood of restoration was significantly negatively correlated, with for both the LSAS social
avoidance variable (r = −.19, p < .05)56 and the LSAS social interaction avoidance subscale
(r = −.17, p < .05)57 a small effect size. This indicated that indeed an increase in social anxiety
relates to a decrease in perceived likelihood of restoration.
Repeating the same analysis, but now just for those participants who had an encounter during
the simulation resulted in ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ being marginally significantly neg-
atively correlated, with for both the LSAS social avoidance variable (r = −.25, p = .051)58 and
the LSAS social interaction avoidance subscale (r = −.22, p = .089)59 a small to medium effect
size. This indicated that indeed an increase in social anxiety relates to a decrease in perceived
likelihood of restoration, and slightly more of a decrease in comparison with the correlation re-
gardless of an encounter as delineated above. The marginal significance of the current correlation
analysis might not necessarily be attributed to the effect itself, but rather the reduced sample
size due to only considering those participants having had an encounter. So in general higher
levels of social anxiety relate to lower levels of perceived likelihood of restoration, but especially
in the case of having an encounter. As such the above hypothesis can be confirmed.
Encounter vs. no encounter effects – To investigate whether there was an effect of encounter
on the linear prediction of perceived likelihood of restoration - by means of the LSAS social
avoidance variable - two separate MRAs were performed for the encounter and no encounter
groups. The model for those participants who had an encounter was found marginally significant
(b = −.02, t = −1.99, p = .051, R2 = 6.2%), while that for those not having had an encounter was
56N = 133
57N = 133
58N = 62
59N = 62
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statistically insignificant (b = −.01, t = −1.12, p = ns). So in line with the correlation analyses
it seems that the negative linear relation between social avoidance and perceived likelihood of
restoration is predominantly the case for those participants who had an encounter on their path,
with non-encounter participants’ perceived likelihood of restoration seemingly unaffected by the
relative levels of social avoidance tendencies.
Choice vs. no-choice effects – To determine whether there was an effect of choice on the
linear prediction of perceived likelihood of restoration - by means of the LSAS social avoid-
ance variable - two separate MRAs were performed for the choice and no-choice groups. Nei-
ther of the two MRAs models were statistically significant (b = −.01, t = −1.60, p = .112 and
b = −.01, t = −1.42, p = .165, respectively). However, both models and especially the choice-
prediction appear to approach marginal significance and might in the population perhaps be a
significant model. In accordance with the correlation analyses, an interpretation yields that for
both groups a decrease in social avoidance yields a slight decrease of similar size in perceived
likelihood of restoration.
Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects – To determine whether there was an effect
of the choice made on the linear prediction of perceived likelihood of restoration - by means of the
LSAS social avoidance variable - two separate MRAs were performed for the groups choosing to
face and to avoid the encounter, respectively. Neither of the regression models was statistically
significant (b = −.02, t = −1.14, p = ns and b = −.01, t = −.96, p = ns, respectively). As
such it appears that the negative relation between social avoidance and perceived likelihood of
restoration does not depend on the choice participants made, nor is there a linear effect of social
avoidance to be found within either of these groups.
Hypothesis Personality 3 – The higher the level of social anxiety reported during
the LSAS, the lower subjects’ pleasantness will be when having had an encounter.
Social avoidance and social interaction avoidance effects – Similarly to the restoration analysis
we first investigate the relationship between the level of avoidance related social anxiety and
perceived likelihood of restoration by means of the Pearson correlations between the LSAS social
avoidance and LSAS social interaction avoidance scales and ’pleasantness’; so as to describe
the separate linear relationships between these variables. Pleasantness was however neither
significantly correlated with LSAS social avoidance variable (r = .08, p = ns), nor with LSAS
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social interaction avoidance subscale (r = .11, p = ns). Interesting to note was that ’pleasantness’
and ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ were significantly correlated with a medium to large
positive relation (r = .41, p < .001). So the higher the perceived likelihood of restoration, the
more pleasantness participants experience. The correlation of r = .41 does however indicate
that we cannot solely rely on perceived likelihood of restoration to define pleasantness as its size
dictates that there are more factors involved.
Similarly, when conducting the same analysis for only those participants who had an encounter
also yielded statistically insignificant correlations for pleasantness and LSAS social avoidance
(r = .10, p = ns)60, and pleasantness and LSAS social interaction avoidance (r = .13, p = ns)61.
Consequently the hypothesis is to be rejected.
Encounter vs. no encounter effects – To investigate whether there was an effect of encounter
on the linear prediction of pleasantness - by means of the LSAS social avoidance related variable
- two separate MRAs were performed for the encounter and no encounter groups. In line with
the correlational findings, neither of the MRA models was found statistically significant (b =
.01, t = .80, p = ns and b = −.00, t = .41, p = ns, respectively).
Choice vs. no-choice effects – To determine whether there was an effect of choice on the
linear prediction of pleasantness - by means of the LSAS social avoidance variable - two separate
MRAs were performed for the choice and no-choice groups. Similarly to the encounter groups
neither of the MRA models was found statistically significant (b = .01, t = .93, p = ns and
b = .01, t = .48, p = ns, respectively)
Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects – To determine whether there was an
effect of the choice made on the linear prediction of pleasantness - by means of the LSAS social
avoidance variable - two separate MRAs were performed for the groups choosing to face and
to avoid the encounter, respectively. Again neither of the MRA models was found statistically
significant (b = .02, t = .99, p = ns and b = .00, t = .25, p = ns, respectively).
Aim 4. Describe the preferred social context given an attentional state
Hypothesis Fatigue 1 – The more subjects are fatigued, the higher their reported
perceived likelihood of restoration when having been alone than when having had a
60N = 62
61N = 62
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potential encounter. To investigate the effects of relative levels of attentional fatigue beyond
the linear relationship we have established already in the covariate analyses we first recoded
the interval variable into two different groups of participants: (1) those who were relatively
well-rested (attentional fatigue < 3, N = 77), (2) those who were relatively neutral or slightly
attentionally fatigued (3 ≥ attentional fatigue < 5.15, N = 56). Do note that given that at-
tentional fatigue was not manipulated experimentally in the current study, that the following
analyses are merely indicative regarding the effects of attentional fatigue.
Attentional fatigue, encounter vs. no encounter and choice vs. no choice effects – Subse-
quently a factorial ANOVA was performed with ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ and fac-
tors ’attentional fatigue - groups’, ’encounter’ and ’choice’.62 The variance analyses showed a
marginally statistically significant main effect of ’attentional - groups’( F (1, 125) = 2.85, p =
.094) and a marginally significant interaction between ’attentional fatigue - groups’, ’encounter’
and ’choice’ ( F (1, 125) = 3.27, p = .073). In line with the covariate results the effect of atten-
tional fatigue displayed a downward trend for perceived likelihood of restoration with increasing
fatigue, with those in the well rested group (M∗ = 5.6) reporting higher perceived likelihood of
restoration than those in the relatively neutral group (5.4). Interpretation of the significant in-
teraction between ’attentional fatigue - groups’, ’encounter’ and ’choice’ yields that in the choice
condition the difference between the relatively well-rested group and the neutral & slightly fa-
tigued group increased considerably from ’avoiding the encounter’ to ’choosing the encounter’,
with the relatively well-rested group reporting far higher levels of perceived likelihood of restora-
tion in case of choosing an encounter (Figure 6); while in the no choice condition the opposite
applied with the difference in perceived likelihood of restoration between the relatively well-rested
group and the neutral & fatigued group being higher for ’no encounter’ than ’encounter’ with
for the relatively neutral group lower levels of perceived likelihood of restoration (M∗noenc = 5.6,
M∗enc = 5.5) and for the relatively well-rested group slightly higher levels of restoration (M
∗ = 5.6)
in comparison with the ’encounter’ condition (M∗ = 5.5). (Figure 6). As such the above hypoth-
esis cannot be confirmed. There are however indications that when participants had the chance
to choose their path, that those who were relatively well-rested expected more restoration after
choosing the encounter than those opting to avoid the encounter, while the relatively neutral
62Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was statistically insignificant (F (7, 125) = 1.02, p =
ns).
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participants expected more restoration after avoiding the encounter as opposed to choosing to
face the encounter.
Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects – The choice made to face or avoid an
encounter was not significantly related to whether the participant feels relatively well-rested, or
relatively neutral/slightly fatigued (χ(1) = .065, p = .ns63).
Furtermore, a one-way ANOVA only with subjects who chose their path, with ’perceived like-
lihood of restoration’ and factors ’choice made’ and ’attentional fatigue - groups’ 64 indicated
that there were no statistically significant main or interaction effects for ’attentional fatigue -
groups’ and ’choice made’. Do note however that in the main effect for ’attentional fatigue -
groups’ (F (1, 94) = 2.62, p = .109) and the interaction between ’attentional fatigue - groups’ and
’choice made’ (F (1, 94) = 2.65, p = .107) might perhaps be of influence in the population given
that they appear to approach marginal statistical significance. Interpretation yields that for
those participants who had a choice of path the relatively well-rested ones expected higher like-
lihood of restoration (M∗ = 5.7) than the relatively neutral & slightly fatigued ones (M∗ = 5.4).
Furthermore the interaction between ’attentional fatigue - groups’ and ’choice made’ showed
that both attentional fatigue groups expected similar levels of perceived likelihood of restora-
tion (M∗rest = 5.5 and M
∗
neutr = 5.5) after having avoided the encounter. However, after having
chosen to face the encounter the relatively well-rested participants reported considerably higher
levels of perceived likelihood of restoration (M∗rest = 5.9) than the relatively neutral participants
(M∗neutr = 5.4). See also Figure 3 for a graphic depiction. As such it seems that when we are
well-rested we expect more restoration in a future situation than when we are not as well-rested
or perhaps even slightly fatigued, especially regarding the choice for an encounter.
Safety effects To check for underlying differences in participants’ sense of safety a factorial
ANCOVA with ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ was performed.65. Recall that the covariate
’safety’ was chosen given that feelings of safety have been found to influence one’s perception
and evaluation of the environment (Staats & Hartig, 2004) a´nd that safety has been shown to
affect the levels of perceived likelihood of restoration in the current sample. Interestingly after
including the covariate the previously marginally significant main effect of ’attentional fatigue -
groups’ (F (7, 124) = 2.12, p = .148) and interaction effect between ’attentional fatigue - groups’,
63With continuity correction for the chi-square test.
64Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (3, 94) = .24, p = ns).
65Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 125) = .90, p = ns).
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Figure 3: Estimated Marginal Means for Perceived Restoration for Groups of Relative Attentional
Fatigue Depending on the Choice They Made on the Path.
’encounter’ and ’choice’ (F (7, 124) = 2.17, p = .144) have lost their marginal significance. As
such it appears that the relative significance in the factorial ANOVA was partly explained by
the relation between perceived likelihood of restoration and safety. The highly significant covari-
ate safety (F (7, 125) = 32.23, p < .001) related positively to perceived likelihood of restoration
(bw = .39). So an increase in the perception of safety relates to higher perceived likelihood of
restoration.
Hypothesis Fatigue 2 – The more subjects are fatigued, the higher their reported
pleasantness when having been alone than when having had a potential encounter.
Attentional fatigue, encounter vs. no encounter, choice vs. no choice and gender effects – A fac-
torial ANOVA with ’pleasantness’ and factors ’attentional fatigue - groups’, ’encounter’, ’choice’
and ’gender’ 66 showed that there was no main effect of ’attentional fatigue - groups’ on the pleas-
antness experienced during the simulation (F (, 117) = .09, p = ns), nor was there a statistically
significant interaction between the levels of attentional fatigue and whether participants had an
66Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was statistically insignificant (F (15, 117) = 1.34, p =
ns).
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encounter (F (1, 117) = .12, p = ns). Consequently the above hypothesis is to be rejected. Fur-
thermore there was no significant interaction between ’choice’ and ’attentional fatigue - groups’
either (F (1, 117) = .65, p = ns). A statistically significant effect in the factorial ANOVA was
the four-way interaction between ’choice’, ’encounter’, ’attentional fatigue - groups’ and gender
(F (1, 117) = 4.38, p < .05). However given the interaction’s four-way character it does not lend
itself for interpretation and we will partly consider this further for the ’choice condition’ in the
following paragraph.
Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects – A factorial ANOVA only with sub-
jects who chose their path, with ’pleasantness’ and factors ’choice made’, ’attentional fatigue -
groups’ and ’gender’ 67 indicated that there were no significant differences between attentional
fatigue groups in terms of pleasantness (F (1, 90) = .39, p = ns), nor did the choice made on
the path lead to any significant differences in pleasantness (F (1, 90) = .2.27, p = .136). Al-
though arguably the latter effect might approach statistical significance in the population, with
those avoiding the encounter (M∗ = 5.1) reporting higher pleasantness than those who chose
to face the encounter (M∗ = 4.8). There were however marginally significant interactions be-
tween ’attentional fatigue - groups’ and ’gender’ (F (1, 90) = 3.71, p = .057), ’gender’ and ’choice
made’ (F (1, 90) = 2.87, p = .094) and ’attentional fatigue - groups’, ’gender’ and ’choice made’
(F (1, 90) = 3.49, p = .065). Interpretation of the interaction between ’attentional fatigue -
groups’ and ’gender’ yields that for males those who are relatively well-rested (M∗ = 5.2) re-
ported higher pleasantness than the relatively neutral male participants (M∗ = 4.7), whereas
for females the opposite was the case with the relatively neutral (M∗ = 5.1) experiencing more
pleasantness than the relatively well-rested female participants (M∗ = 4.9). See also Figure 7
for a graphic representation. As such it appears that gender moderates the effect attentional
fatigue has on the pleasantness experienced. Interpretation of the interaction between ’choice
made’ and ’gender’ yields that females reported relatively constant levels of pleasantness regar-
dles of whether they avoided (M∗ = 5.0) or chose to face the encounter (M∗ = 5.0). Males on
the other hand considered avoiding the encounter (M∗ = 5.2) rather more pleasant than facing
the encounter (M∗ = 4.6). This effect is especially interesting as it has only become marginally
significant after introducing the ’attentional fatigue - groups’ factor in the model.68 Hence it
67Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was non-significant (F (7, 90) = .86, p = ns).
68Note that the model in Aim 2, Hypothesis Social Context 2 is essentially the same, apart from this ’attentional
fatigue - groups’ factor.
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furthermore appears that attentional fatigue plays a role in the level of pleasantness males and
females experience as a result of their choice of path.
Interpretation of the interaction between ’attentional fatigue - groups’, ’gender’ and ’choice made’
basically describes the amalgam of the previous two interactions: males predominantly combined
the choice to face the encounter with low pleasantness when they are relatively neutral (M∗ = 4.1)
as compared with relatively well-rested males (M∗ = 5.1) and those males who avoided the en-
counter with the stranger (both relatively well-rested and relatively neutral: M∗ = 5.2). Females
on the other hand reported similar levels of pleasantness when avoiding the encounter (relatively
well-rested M∗ = 4.9 and relatively neutral M∗ = 5.0), but when they chose to face the en-
counter their pleasantness was higher when they felt relatively neutral in terms of attentional
fatigue (M∗ = 5.2) than when they felt relatively well-rested (M∗ = 4.8). See also Figure 8 for
a graphic representation.
Hence it seems that whether participants had a choice of path leads to the interactions between
attentional fatigue, gender and the choice they made to encounter a stranger (or not). Moreover,
the levels of pleasantness experienced were mostly comparable for participants who opted to
avoid the encounter, whilst differing considerably for those who chose to face the encounter; with
gender moderating the effect attentional fatigue has on pleasantness. The latter might perhaps
be attributed to higher perception of safety for females due to the person being present, which
is of importance with increasing levels of attentional fatigue. We will consider this possible ex-
planation in the following section with an additional factorial ANCOVA only for those subjects
in the choice condition.
Safety and social stimulation effects – To check for underlying differences in participants’
sense of safety and expectations of social stimulation a factorial ANCOVA with ’pleasantess’ was
performed.69. Again no statistically significant main or interaction effects were found for ’atten-
tional fatigue - groups’, ’encounter’, ’choice’ and ’gender’, apart from the four-way interaction
between ’choice’, ’encounter’, ’attentional fatigue - groups’ and gender (F (1, 117) = 6.41, p < .02)
which has become more significant than before after controlling for the covariates. The covariate
’safety’ (F (1, 117) = 18.07, p < .001) and ’social stimulation’ (F (1, 117) = 2.95, p = .089) did
add (marginally) significantly to the model; with an increase in perceived safety relating to an
69Homogeneous variances assumption was not met as Levene’s was statistically significant (F (15, 117) =
1.79, p < .05).
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increase in pleasantness experienced (bw = .38), and the higher the level of social stimulation
people expect the lower the pleasantness they will have experienced (bw = −.13).
Repeating the same covariate analysis but now only for those participants in the choice con-
dition, a factorial ANCOVA with ’pleasantess’ and factors ’choice made’, ’attentional fatigue -
groups’ and ’gender’ was performed so as to check whether the moderating effect of gender in the
”Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects”-section is to be attributed to an increased
perception of safety for females in case they meet another person on the forest path .70. The
covariate ’safety’ did add significantly to the model (F (1, 89) = 7.43, p < .01) with bw = .286
prescribing that the more participants felt safe, the higher their reported level of pleasantness.
However, controlling for the level of safety perceived yielded statistically significant interaction
effects – as compared to the marginally significant effects in the factorial ANOVA in the ”Choos-
ing to face vs. to avoid an encounter effects”-section – for ’gender’ and ’attentional fatigue -
groups’ (F (1, 89) = 4.72, p < .05) and ’gender’, ’attentional fatigue - groups’ and ’choice made’
(F (1, 89) = 4.69, p < .05); with patterns identical to the previously mentioned factorial ANOVA
(see a.o. Figure 7 and Figure 8). As such the current analysis seems to point out that the re-
spective levels of safety perceived might not be the explanation for gender moderating the effect
attentional fatigue has on pleasantness in case of participants opting to face the encounter with
the stranger.
Aim 5. Identify the relation beteen social norms and restorative situ-
ational preferences given a social context choice and given personality
characteristics
Hypothesis Congruency 1 – Subjects exhibiting norm-congruent behaviour will re-
port higher perceived likelihood of restoration as a result of their choice of path, than
those demonstrating norm-incongruent behaviour, (controlling for the level of per-
ception of social norms). Respect for privacy norm: norm-(in)congruence, gender, social
anxiety and privacy effects – A factorial ANCOVA with ’perceived likelihood of restoration’71,
with factors ’norm congruence - privacy’ and ’gender’, and covariates ’privacy’ and ’LSAS social
70Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was statistically insignificant (F (7, 90) = 1.67, p =
ns).
71Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was statistically insignificant (F (3, 32) = .31, p = ns).
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avoidance’ did not show statistically significant differences in perceived likelihood of restora-
tion between norm-congruent and norm-incongruent behaviour (F (1, 30) = .27, p = ns), nor an
interaction with ’gender’ (F (1, 30) = .32, p = ns). So for the current experiment the above hy-
pothesis is to be rejected with regards to the privacy norm. Contrary to the previous AN(C)OVAs
in ’Aim 2 - Hypothesis Social Context 1’ now there was a significant effect of gender to be ob-
served (F (1, 30) = 5.28, p < .05); which could possibly point at differences between males and
females only related to the current subset of the full sample; with females (M = 5.8, N = 22)
reporting higher perceived likelihood of restoration than males (M = 5.3, N = 14). Further-
more neither the covariate ’privacy’ (F (1, 30) = 2.24, p = .145), nor the covariate ’LSAS social
avoidance’ (F (1, 30) = .04, p = ns) added significantly to the model. It could be argued that the
’privacy’ effect might be hampered by the rather small sample size of N = 36, and might become
significant in case of a larger sample. Interpretation of the covariate ’privacy’ with bw = −.251
would indicate that the more participants value the need to respect another’s privacy, the less
perceived restoration they expect.
Politeness norm: norm-(in)congruence, gender, social anxiety and politeness effects –A fac-
torial ANCOVA with ’perceived likelihood of restoration’72, with factors ’norm congruence -
politeness’ and ’gender’, and covariates ’politeness’ and ’LSAS social avoidance’ demonstrated a
marginally significant main effect for’norm congruence - politeness’ (F (1, 21) = 3.23, p = .087):
those participants who opted not to meet the stranger, i.e. norm-incongruent behaviour, reported
higher perceived likelihood of restoration (M∗ = 6.0) than those who did exhibit norm-congruent
behaviour and chose to encounter the stranger on the path (M∗ = 5.1). As such it seems that
in contrast to the above hypothesis norm-incongruent behaviour was related to higher perceived
likelihood of restoration as opposed to norm-congruent. So the hypothesis itself is to be rejected.
Additionally, no further significant main or interaction effects were to be reported. Furthermore
neither the social anxiety covariate ’LSAS social avoidance’ (F (1, 21) = 1.52, p = ns), nor the
’politeness’ covariate (F (1, 21) = 1.74, p = ns) were statistically significant. We should note
however that the sample size of N = 27 is particularly small and this may have hindered the
detection of potential effects.
72Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was statistically insignificant (F (3, 23) = 1.73, p =
ns).
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Hypothesis Congruency 2 – Subjects exhibiting norm-congruent behaviour will re-
port higher pleasantness as a result of their choice of path, than those demonstrat-
ing norm-incongruent behaviour, (controlling for the level of perception of social
norms). Respect for privacy norm: norm-(in)congruence, gender, social anxiety and privacy
effects – A factorial ANCOVA with ’pleasantness’73, with factors ’norm congruence - privacy’ and
’gender’, and covariates ’privacy’ and ’LSAS social avoidance’ did not show statistically significant
differences in perceived likelihood of restoration between norm-congruent and norm-incongruent
behaviour (F (1, 30) = .43, p = ns), nor an interaction with ’gender’ (F (1, 30) = .33, p = ns).
So for the current experiment the above hypothesis is to be rejected with regards to the pri-
vacy norm. Regarding the covariates, the ’privacy’ covariate (F (1, 30) = 1.31, p = ns) was not
found statistically significant, while the ’LSAS social avoidance’ covarate was marginally signif-
icant (F (1, 30) = 3.14, p = .087). Interpretation of the covariate ’LSAS social avoidance’ with
bw = .028 would indicate that the level of social anxiety only slightly related to higher reported
pleasantness.
Politeness norm: norm-(in)congruence, gender, social anxiety and politeness effects – A fac-
torial ANCOVA with ’pleasantness’74, with factors ’norm congruence - politeness’ and ’gen-
der’, and covariates ’politeness’ and ’LSAS social avoidance’ showed that – as with perceived
likelihood of restoration – that there were marginally significant differences between the norm-
incongruent and norm-congruent groups (F (1, 21) = 3.86, p = .063) with those participants
who opted not to meet te stranger, i.e. norm-incongruent behaviour, reporting higher pleas-
antness (M∗ = 5.2) than those who did exhibit norm-congruent behaviour and chose to en-
counter the stranger on the path (M∗ = 3.9). As such it seems that in contrast to the above
hypothesis norm-incongruent behaviour was related to higher pleasantness as opposed to norm-
congruent behaviour. So the hypothesis itself is to be rejected. Another marginally signif-
icant effect is found for the interaction between ’gender’ and ’norm-congruency - politeness’
(F (1, 21) = 3.45, p = .077) which indicates that while females are relatively constant in reported
pleasantness (M∗congr = 4.9,M
∗
incongr = 5.0), males reported rather less pleasantness in case they
chose the encounter (norm-congruent: M∗ = 3.0) than when they chose to avoid the stranger on
the path (norm-incongruent: M∗ = 5.4). As such the above hypothesis is to be rejected. The
73Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was statistically insignificant (F (3, 32) = 1.98, p =
ns).
74Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was statistically insignificant (F (3, 23) = .67, p = ns).
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interaction between gender and pleasantness does however seem to be in line with the results
found for ’Aim 2: Hypothesis Social Context 2’ in that there females were also relatively constant
in terms of reported pleasantness when having had versus not having had an encounter, while
males demonstrated a more sizeable difference in pleasantness: considerably higher when not
having had an encounter than having encountered the stranger on the path. For that analysis
the differences in pleasantness appeared to be due to the effect of ’encounter vs. no encounter’
as opposed to the differences between an active choice to ’avoid the stranger’ versus to ’meet
the stranger’. Furthermore, regarding the ANCOVA, there was no significant main effect for
gender (F (1, 21) = 1.39, p = ns), and neither the social anxiety covariate ’LSAS social avoid-
ance’ (F (1, 21) = .55, p = ns) nor the ’politeness’ covariate (F (1, 21) = .92, p = ns) were found
statistically significant.
Additional findings Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter, attentional fatigue and safety
effects on perceived likelihood of restoration in norm-congruency samples – A factorial ANCOVA75
with ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ on the combined ’norm-congruency - privacy’ and ’norm-
congruency - politeness’ samples (recall Table 2), with factors ’gender’ and ’choice made’ and
covariates ’attentional fatigue’ and ’safety’ was performed in order to investigate underlying links
related to the norm-congruency results. The analysis revealed a statistically significant main ef-
fect for gender (F (1, 57) = 4.57, p < .05 ), with females generally expecting higher levels of
perceived restoration (M∗ = 5.7) than males (M∗ = 5.3). No further significant main or inter-
action effects were to be observed. Only the covariate ’safety’ was found to be highly significant
(F (1, 57) = 1221, p < .002), which with bw = .400 yielded that an increased sense of safety is
strongly related to an increase in expectations of perceived restoration. Removing the ’safety’
covariate from the analysis only barely affected the results with then a marginally statistically
significant main effect for gender (F (1, 57) = 3.40, p = .070 ). So when considering perceived
likelihood of restoration gender appears to play a dominant role in the norm-congruency sam-
ples. Interestingly however: for the politeness norm this gender effect was not represented in
the ANCOVA of ’Aim 5 - Hypothesis 1’, whilst there was a difference in perceived likelihood of
restoration between the choices made in relation to the norm they perceived most salient with
norm-incongruent behaviour found to be related to higher perceived likelihood of restoration as
75Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was statistically insignificant (F (3, 59) = .10, p = ns).
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opposed to norm-congruent behaviour.
Choosing to face vs. to avoid an encounter, attentional fatigue and safety effects on pleasant-
ness in norm-congruency samples – A factorial ANCOVA76 with ’pleasantness’ on the combined
’norm-congruency - privacy’ and ’norm-congruency - politeness’ samples , with factors ’gender’
and ’choice made’ and covariates ’attentional fatigue’ and ’safety’ was performed in order to in-
vestigate underlying links related to the norm-congruency results. The analysis revealed that the
factor ’choice made’ was approaching marginal significance (F (1, 57) = 2.48, p = .121), which
might potentially be related to a statistically significant effect in the population; with those
participants who opted to avoid the encounter registering higher pleasantness (M∗ = 5.2), than
those who chose to meet the stranger on the path (M∗ = 4.8). As such it appears that the
norm-congruency results might be explained by the differences in the actual choice made on
the path as opposed to whether this choice was congruent with the norm they perceived most
salient. No further significant main or interaction effects were to be observed. Only the co-
variate ’safety’ was found to be marginally statistically significant (F (1, 57) = 3.51, p = .066),
which with bw = .268 yielded that increased sense of safety is related to an increase in reported
pleasantness. Interestingly, removing the ’safety’ covariate from the analysis yields a marginally
significant effect for ’choice made’ (F (1, 57) = 3.16, p = .081, M∗avoid = 5.2, M
∗
face = 4.8), and an
approaching marginal significance effect for the interaction between ’choice made’ and ’gender’
(F (1, 57) = 2.14, p = .149); females were relatively constant in terms of reported pleasantness
when having avoided (M∗ = 5.1) versus chosen to face the encounter (M∗ = 5.0), whilst males
demonstrated a more sizeable difference in pleasantness between having avoided the encounter
(M∗ = 5.3) and having chosen to encounter the stranger on the path (M∗ = 4.5). So comparing
the two analyses ’safety’ in the least seems to have explained part of the difference between those
who avoided the encounter and those who faced the encounter. In summary, it seems that in
our norm-congruency samples the main differences between the groups in terms of pleasantness
are determined by the choice to face or avoid the stranger with a pivotal moderating role for
participants’ sense of safety.
Facing towards vs. facing away effects in relation to perceived likelihood of restoration in
norm-congruency samples Recall from the manipulation checks that when comparing those par-
76Homogeneous variances assumption was not met as Levene’s was statistically significant (F (3, 59) = 3.56, p <
.025).
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ticipants for whom the stranger on the path was facing towards them to those for whom the
stranger was facing away from then we found that participants tended more towards avoiding
the person on the path if they were facing away from them than when they were facing towards
them. To investigate the effects of the direction in which the stranger is facing the participant in
the norm-congruency samples a factorial ANCOVA 77 with ’perceived likelihood of restoration’
and factors ’gender’, ’facing direction’ and ’choice made’, and covariates ’safety’ and ’LSAS social
avoidance’ was performed. No significant interaction or main effects relating to ’facing direction’
were to be observed. However the three-way interaction between ’gender’, ’facing direction’ and
’choice made’(F (1, 53) = 2.38, p = .129) might perhaps be indicative of population effects. In-
terpretation of the interaction yields that males reported higher likelihood of restoration in case
of avoiding the encounter in case the stranger was facing towards them (M∗ = 5.8) than when
the stranger was facing away from them (M∗ = 5.1), whilst females demonstrated the opposite
pattern (M∗towards = 5.5, M
∗
away = 5.8). Interestingly the shift between ’facing towards’ and
’facing away’ was only to be observed for those who avoided the stranger. For the participants
who chose to face the encounter with the stranger both males (M∗towards = 5.2, M
∗
away = 5.4)
and females (M∗towards = 5.8, M
∗
away = 5.8) reported similar levels of likelihood of restoration
regardless of the direction in which the stranger was facing them. So this might perhaps point
at gender-specific interpretation of social norms or sensitivity to behavioural norms; as females
adhere to the expected inclination to ’find it easier’ to decide to avoid someone when they cannot
see you, as opposed to when you are approaching them face-to-face.
Facing towards vs. facing away effects in relation to pleasantness in norm-congruency sam-
ples To investigate the effects of the direction in which the stranger is facing the participant in
the norm-congruency samples a factorial ANCOVA 78 with ’pleasantness’ and factors ’gender’,
’facing direction’ and ’choice made’, and covariates ’safety’ and ’LSAS social avoidance’ was
performed. No significant interaction or main effects relating to ’facing direction’ were to be ob-
served. However, again the three-way interaction between ’gender’, ’facing direction’ and ’choice
made’(F (1, 53) = 2.32, p = .134) might perhaps be indicative of population effects. In contrast
to the perceived likelihood of restoration results, for pleasantness the differences between groups
were not to be observed for those who avoided but for those who chose to face the encounter with
77Homogeneous variances assumption was met as Levene’s was statistically insignificant (F (7, 55) = .88, p = ns).
78Homogeneous variances assumption was not met as Levene’s was statistically significant (F (7, 55) = 2.65, p <
.05).
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the stranger. Males who chose to face the stranger reported higher pleasantness when he was
facing away from them (M∗ = 5.0) than when he was facing towards them (M∗ = 4.0). Females
who chose to face the stranger, on the other hand, reported higher pleasantness when he was
facing towards them (M∗ = 5.3) than when he was facing away from them (M∗ = 4.8). Inter-
estingly, when they opted to avoid the stranger for both females (M∗towards = 5.1, M
∗
away = 5.0)
and males (M∗towards = 5.3, M
∗
away = 5.1) their respective pleasantness was similar regardless of
the direction in which the stranger was facing them. So – as with the perceived likelihood of
restoration results – again this may point at gender-specific interpretation of the situation with
the stranger on the path and the pleasantness subsequently experienced.
Negative internalised reaction effects in relation to perceived likelihood of restoration in norm-
congruency samples Recall from the manipulation checks that when comparing norm-incongruent
behaviour to congruent behaviour, norm-incongruence relatively speaking yielded higher ’nega-
tive internalised reaction scores’ than behaviour that adhered to the prevalent situational norm.
To investigate the relation between the levels of ’negative internalised reaction scores’ and ’per-
ceived likelihood of restoration’ an MRA was performed. The prediction of ’perceived likelihood
of restoration’ by means of ’negative internalised reactions’ explained 5.1% of the variance in
the sample, and also indicated that increased negative internalised reactions led to decreased
expectations of perceived restoration (b = −.174, t = −1.80, p = .076). So in all it appears that
norm-incongruence leads to higher levels of negative internalised reactions, which according to
the current analysis in turn should lead to decreased expectations of perceived restoration.
Negative internalised reaction effects in relation to pleasantness in norm-congruency samples
Similarly to the previous analysis, to investigate the relation between the levels of ’negative inter-
nalised reaction scores’ and ’pleasantness’ an MRA was performed. The prediction of ’pleasant-
ness’ by means of ’negative internalised reactions’ explained 4.4% of the variance in the sample,
and also indicated that increased negative internalised reactions seems to lead to decreased pleas-
antness (b = −.188, t = −1.67, p = .099). So in all it appears that norm-incongruence leads to
higher levels of negative internalised reactions, which according to the current analysis in turn
should lead to decreased pleasantness.
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4 Discussion
Recall that the main objective of the present work is to evaluate the role of external social
pressures on restoration in urban nature. For which, in accordance with the research gap as
determined in subsection 1.2, the main research question to be answered became: How do
social norms affect the restorative situational preferences of people in an urban
nature environment? Below we will discuss our results in light of the five aims formulated
previously, their respective hypotheses a´nd the research these hypotheses had been based on. For
a more elaborate and substantiated overview of the aims and hypotheses see subsection 1.3.
– Aim 1. Identify and describe the social norms that are prevalent in an urban
nature environment with social context.
The social context in the current project had been defined as a situation in which there is a social
presence on the forest path, which would inherently also lead people to infer a potential encounter.
Further on participants then either had an actual encounter with the stranger on the forest path,
or not. As a result the social context used encompassed both the robust ’mere presence’ effect
and people’s inclinations regarding (potential) encounters. However, on average participants only
slightly perceived there to be pressure to behave in a certain way due to this particular social
context during a walk in urban nature. This is partly in contrast to our expectation that due
to the automatic activation of norms (Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2003) participants would feel such
pressures and as such Hypothesis Social Norms – 1 could only tentatively be confirmed. The
salience of the norms did seem to rely on the ’amount’ of social context one appears to expect, as
the covariate ’social stimulation’ indicated that the more participants expect to see other people
during a walk, the stronger behavioural norms will be perceived in the environment. This result
is directly in line with Konings (2014b) who found that the level of social stimulation during the
walk related to increased expectations of adaptive behaviour during future walks. Similar to the
behavioural pressures, participants did not appear to consider it impolite to reject a potential
encounter with a stranger which contradicts the politeness norms Vitalis (2010); Moser and
Corroyer (2001) observed in the public realm, and as such Hypothesis Social Norms – 2 had to
be rejected. After the civil inattention norm of Lofland (1989), and the notion of privacy – i.e.
∼ anonimity within civil inattention – we expected that participants would feel that they invade
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someone’s privacy if they initiate a potential encounter with a stranger. However the results
proved otherwise and indicated that participants did not percieve there to be a salient ’privacy’
norm during a (simulated) walk in urban nature. Therefore also Hypothesis Social Norms – 3
had to be rejected.
Recall from the manipulation checks that participants were more prone to avoid the stranger
on the path (60.2% of all participants in the choice condition, a figure lower than the 75% obtained
by Konings and Staats (2015)), but especially if that person was facing away from them rather
than facing towards them. This might be an indication that due to the direct potential for an
encounter social norms may be perceived more saliently in case the person is facing towards you,
as we expected with Hypothesis Social Norms – 4. The latter was however not exemplified by
the findings regarding sensitivity to behavioural norms, as participants tended to report lower
sensitivity to behavioural norms in case the stranger was facing towards them79. Moreover,
neither the relative perception of politeness, nor that of privacy were found to be affected by the
direction in which the stranger was facing the participant. So also Hypothesis Social Norms – 4
had to be rejected.
So it appears that with the current simulation of a walk in urban nature the participants
did not perceive social norms per se: not absolutely speaking, nor relatively speaking due to
’differing degrees’ of the direct potential for an encounter. This lack of strong situational norms
might perhaps be attributed to the use of a computer simulation, due to which the participant
is not immersed in the situation itself and may not be privy to the pressure that would come
with similar ’public realm’ situations as those used or described by Vitalis (2010); Moser and
Corroyer (2001); Lofland (1989). Although we should note that participants indicated that they
could identify and empathise with the situation presented in the simulation. Alternatively, it
may be that the experimental set-up did not lend itself to properly capture norm effects that
may have been more subtle than anticipated. We will revisit this issue in subsection 4.2. Yet
another explanation could be that the social context as defined here – one stranger on a forest
path and one previous encounter – is not sufficient to instill a complete sense of public realm
comparable to Vitalis (2010); Moser and Corroyer (2001); Lofland (1989). Although the findings
of Konings (2014b) did point at the effects of ’some people around’ versus ’no people around’
with the more participants saw other people during their walk, the more they expected adaptive
79Note that for males this was only the case if they had a choice of path
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behaviour from themselves. The increase in expected adaptive behaviour would imply that also
if there are just a few people around, participants would feel compelled to adapt their behaviour
in order to adhere to social pressures.
Additional interesting results included that regarding the ’politeness’ norm females who were
more perceptive to the politeness norm tended to opt for the encounter, or alternatively: that
those females who chose / avoided the encounter ’justified’ their choice afterwards by indicating
higher and lower levels of perceived politeness norms, respectively. On the other hand, males
appeared to avoid the encounter more often when they considered it more impolite to do so. It
might be the case that at first they avoided the encounter and then – perhaps out of guilt – felt
that it would have been more polite if they had instead opted for the encounter. Due to the
questionnaires as being offered after the simulation we will not be able to distinguish between
either of the ’temporal’/causal explanations. These results point at gender-specific interpretations
of the norms and subsequent behaviour.
Furthermore, when considering the differences between those groups who had an active choice
of path and those who did not have a choice it was found that participants allocated to the no-
choice condition perceived more pressure to behave in a certain way than those in the choice
condition. A possible explanation for this counter-intuitive result might perhaps be that those
in the choice condition had solely been using the experience in the experimental simulation as
grounds for their answers, whereas the participants in the no-choice condition based their answers
either on theoretical situations, or maybe even the last ’real-world’-situation they may have found
themselves in.
– Aim 2. Identify the relation between social context and restorative situational
preferences in an urban nature environment.
As our ’physical’ environment entailed an urban park which could be considered a safe environ-
ment, we followed Konings (2014b) in their findings that when controlling for safety their partic-
ipants generally expected less restoration from a situation with more people present. Our results
however indicated that the perceived likelihood of restoration was relatively constant across both
gender-, choice/no-choice- and encounter/no-encounter groups and seemed only moderated by
the level of safety one experiences during the (simulation of the) walk; with increased safety
leading to increased expectations of perceived restoration. The latter finding is in accordance
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with previous research by Konings (2014b) and Staats and Hartig (2004) who have shown that
perceived levels of safety can greatly affect the likelihood of restoration within an environment;
but Hypothesis Social Context – 1 had to be rejected as participants – on the overall – did not
report higher perceived restoration when alone than when having had an encounter. Similarly,
no main effect for the encounter was found in relation to the pleasantness reported by the partic-
ipants, leading to the rejection of Hypothesis Social Context – 2. Interestingly, the pleasantness
participants experience with respect to encounters versus no encounters strongly depends on
their gender: females reported slightly higher pleasantness when having encountered someone
else than when not having had an encounter, while males found not having had an encounter
rather more pleasant than meeting a stranger. The choice people made to face or avoid this
encounter did not play a role in this effect, and inclusion of the perceived sense of safety left the
interaction relatively unaltered. As such it appears that the social context of ’the stranger on the
path’ has not greatly affected the perceived likelihood of restoration or pleasantness, and hence
– in aggregate – the restorative situational preferences of participants bear no direct relationship
to said social context. It is through perceived safety and – separately – the moderating role of
gender that the preferences for a certain social context become clear. The lack of differences
between the choice and no-choice groups also undermines the expectation that the introduction
of a choice and hence behaviour would yield different evaluations with respect to social con-
texts, pleasantness and restoration compared to simply visually guiding participants through an
encounter.
Furthermore – unlike our expectations – neither regarding perceived likelihood of restoration,
nor regarding reported pleasantness can we draw a parallel with Konings (2014b); Staats and
Hartig (2004) who noted that females were more susceptible to the effect of safety as a result of
presence of others: here no role for gender was to be observed with respect to perceived likelihood
of restoration, whilst for pleasantness perceived safety did not affect the effect of gender.
– Aim 3. Identify the relation between personality characteristics and restorative
situational preferences in an urban nature environment given a social context.
For the current work we defined personality characteristics as being general or global traits that
are relatively stable over time, thereby providing us with a general inclination towards certain
behaviours. The personality characteristic used to reflect the actor’s ’influence’ on behaviour and
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perception was that of social anxiety - in relation to active avoidance of interactional situations -
as measured by the LSAS self-report instrument. In accordance with Hypothesis Personality – 1
levels of social anxiety positively relate to subjects choosing the empty path over the path with
social presence, as those who reported higher levels of social anxiety were more likely to opt to
avoid the encounter. Furthermore, in general higher levels of social anxiety relate to lower levels
of perceived likelihood of restoration, but especially in the case of having had an encounter, while
for non-encounter participants perceived likelihood of restoration was seemingly unaffected by
relative levels of social avoidance tendencies. This confirms Hypothesis Personality – 2. However,
the negative relation between social avoidance and perceived likelihood of restoration did not
appear to depend on the choice made to avoid or face the encounter. The latter might perhaps
be attributed to potential incompatibility between the levels of specificity (Ajzen, 1985) of general
personality traits and specific behaviours, respectively. Do note that incompatibility regarding
the respective levels of specificity might mitigate the strength of the relationship. But it does
not necessarily mean that it completely undermines a potential relationship.
When considering the pleasantness reported by the participants no significant effects were to be
observed regarding the relationship between the level of social anxiety and the pleasantness after
having had an encounter; thereby rejecting Hypothesis Personality – 3.
As such – in line with the definition of social anxiety – it seems likely that participants
who are high in social anxiety will view encounters with strangers with some trepidation, and
would therefore not be able to thoroughly relax. Do note that levels of social anxiety seem to
specificially relate to perceived likelihood of restoration, and not to pleasantness. This implies
that the social anxiety (or avoidance) may hinder the relaxation one expects after an encounter,
but not necessarily the enjoyment one would experience as a result of such an encounter.
– Aim 4. Describe the preferred social context given an affective/attentional state.
Given that attentional fatigue / stress has not been manipulated in the current experiment
note that the following is merely indicative regarding the effects of attentional fatigue.80 To
establish whether there were differences between subjects in attentional fatigue, we followed the
80Recall the assumptions underlying the fatigue hypotheses: Stress and attentional fatigue are often to be
observed simultaneously due to (1) attentional fatigue relating to impaired performance, subsequently leading to
frustration or stress, or (2) a stressful situation ’demands’ attention and as such it decreases the capacity for
directed attention , or (3) actual co-occurrence of stress and attentional fatigue due to a stimulus directly causing
both.
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findings by Grahn and Stigsdotter (2010); Konings (2014b) for social presence and/or encounters.
As such we expected that the more subjects are fatigued/stressed, the higher their reported
perceived restoration when alone than when having had an encounter (Hypothesis Fatigue –
1), and the higher their reported pleasantness when alone than when having had an encounter
(Hypothesis Fatigue – 2). Initially, in the ANOVA, the effect of attentional fatigue displayed
a general downward trend for perceived likelihood of restoration with increasing fatigue. After
having chosen to face the encounter the relatively well-rested participants reported considerably
higher levels of perceived likelihood of restoration than the relatively neutral participants. So
there were indications that when participants had the chance to choose their path, that those
who were relatively well-rested expected more restoration after choosing the encounter than
those opting to avoid the encounter, while the relatively neutral participants expected more
restoration after avoiding the encounter as opposed to choosing to face the encounter. However,
in the ANCOVA it turned out that these effects were mostly explained by the positive relation
between perception of safety and perceived likelihood of restoration. The latter leading to the
definite rejection of Hypothesis Fatigue – 1. The levels of pleasantness experienced were mostly
comparable for participants (both male and female) who opted to avoid the encounter, whilst
differing considerably for those who chose to face the encounter: with gender moderating the
effect attentional fatigue has on pleasantness. Considering Konings (2014b) and Staats and
Hartig (2004) the latter might perhaps be attributed to higher perception of safety for females
due to the person being present – which was found to be of importance with increasing levels of
attentional fatigue – and in this case appeared to lead to higher levels of pleasantness. However,
controlling for the level of safety did not greatly alter the results, which seems to point at the
notion that the respective levels of safety perceived were not a likely explanation for gender
moderating the effect attentional fatigue has on pleasantness in case of participants opting to
face the encounter with the stranger.
So attentional fatigue did not play a major role in the perceived likelihood of restoration
results, whereas for those participants who chose to face the stranger on the path gender mod-
erated the effect attentional fatigue had on pleasantness. The preferred social context given an
affective/attentional state hence depends on gender: females were more pleased with their choice
to have the encounter with increasing fatigue, while males after choosing to face the encounter
reported lower pleasantness with decreasing fatigue.
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– Aim 5. Identify the relation beteen social norms and restorative situational pref-
erences given a social context choice and given personality characteristics.
To be able to gauge the effect of social norms, participants were presented with a choice between
two paths during this simulation. For it is through the link between situational injunctive norms
and behaviour (i.e. the choice in this case) that we can evaluate the force exerted by the norm(s)
(Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2003; Ajzen, 1985, e.g.) 81. When considering the link between norms and
behaviour, we presumed that as a result of our innate normative response to show conformity and
gain approval (Guerin, 1989) norm-incongruent behaviour would yield a sense of guilt, or per-
haps regret for not adhering to the norm. In accordance with Guerin (1989) norm-incongruence
relatively speaking indeed yielded higher ’negative internalised reaction scores’ than behaviour
that adhered to the prevalent situational norm, which in case of a link [behaviour incongru-
ent with social norm → increased guilt/regret → decreased expectation of perceived restoration
and pleasantness] in turn ought to lead to decreased expectations of perceived restoration and
decreased pleasantness. This notion was supported by a negative relationship between the ’neg-
ative internalised reaction scores’ and both perceived likelihood of restoration and pleasantness.
However, between groups we also found that behaviour norm-incongruent with politeness yielded
higher perceived likelihood of restoration a´nd higher pleasantness than behaviour that was con-
gruent with the norm. These findings appear to be conflicting, and as such there is no clear
evidence for the role of norm-congruency in these results. For the privacy norm no significant
main effects pertaining to perceived likelihood of restoration or pleasantness observed regarding
norm-(in)congruent behaviour. As such both Hypothesis Congruency – 1 and Hypothesis Con-
gruency – 2 had to be rejected. Recall that these results pertain to the reduced samples for
which only participants with at least slight perception of privacy or politeness norms were taken
into account (Table 2).
With respect to perceived likelihood of restoration gender appeared to play a dominant role in
the norm-congruency samples: females generally expected higher levels of perceived restoration
than males. Interestingly however: for the politeness norm this gender effect was not represented
in the ANCOVA of ’Aim 5 - Hypothesis 1’ (section 3) , whilst there was a difference in perceived
81Recall that the assumptions underlying the social norms hypotheses were: (1) Social norms are a social force
and influence (subsequent) behaviour. (2) Participants will have a sense of responsibility for the choice to be
made and for the consequences’ of their behaviour. (3) Participants will have a sense of autonomy related to the
choice they are asked to make.
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likelihood of restoration between the choices made in relation to the norm they perceived most
salient with norm-incongruent behaviour found to be related to higher perceived likelihood of
restoration as opposed to norm-congruent behaviour. As such it seems that gender might predom-
inantly explain the differences in perceived likelihood of restoration within the norm-congruency
samples, but with the contrasting results regarding the choice to face vs. to avoid the stranger
and on the other hand the results pertaining to the social politeness norm the evidence is in-
conclusive. Furthermore, it seemed that in terms of pleasantness the main differences between
the groups in the norm-congruency samples were determined by the choice to face or avoid the
stranger with a pivotal moderating role for participants’ sense of safety. So it is not yet clear
whether the counter-intuitive results regarding the link [behaviour incongruent with social norm
→ increased guilt/regret→ decreased expectation of perceived restoration and pleasantness] were
indeed due to the norm-incongruent nature of the behaviour, or due to a more general underly-
ing link between not choosing to have or having an encounter with a stranger and subsequent
pleasantness in the current norm-congruency subset of the full sample of participants. Do note
that due to the low scores on the perceptions of social norms (see Aim1) the norm-congruency
samples had very low statistical power as a result of the rather limited sample size, which might
also explain the uncertainties clouding the current results. Additionally, the uncertainties might
perhaps also be explained by the narrow range of negative affect scores (M = 1.7, SD = .9), due
to which we lack insight into the links between negative affect and norm-incongruent behaviour,
and negative affect and restorative preferences, beyond this narrow range and its corresponding
minor differences.
Additional interesting results included the three-way interaction between ’gender’, ’facing di-
rection’ and ’choice made’; males reported higher likelihood of restoration in case of avoiding
the encounter if the stranger was facing towards them than when the stranger was facing away
from them. Females on the other hand demonstrated the opposite pattern. The shift between
’facing towards’ and ’facing away’ was only to be observed for those who avoided the stranger.
So combined this might perhaps point at gender-specific interpretation of social norms or sensi-
tivity to behavioural norms; as females adhere to the expected inclination to ’find it easier’ to
decide to avoid someone when they cannot see you, as opposed to when you are approaching
them face-to-face. Alternatively, the fact that there are only differences to be observed in case
one decides to reject the other might point at heightened awareness of one’s decision specifically
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when avoiding the other and subsequently differing perceptions of relaxation, whereas facing the
encounter requires less attention and hence yields less of a difference in perceived likelihood of
restoration. However, when considering the same three-way interaction but then for pleasantness,
the differences between groups were not to be observed for those who avoided, but for those who
chose to face the encounter, and also for females and males the roles were reversed with respect to
the higher scores in case of the stranger facing towards and away from them, respectively. Inter-
pretation of these two interactions appears to indicate a complete decoupling between perceived
likelihood of restoration and reported pleasantness under the moderating influence of gender. As
of yet we do not have an explanation for these results. Although there may be a role for social
anxiety, as this personality characteristic specifically appeared to hinder the relaxation expected
after an encounter, but not necessarily the enjoyment as a result of such an encounter.
So: how do social norms affect the restorative situational preferences of people in an
urban nature environment? Based on the results obtained in the current study we cannot
give a conclusive answer as to the direct effects of social norms. We expected that opting to
not adhere to a social norm prescribing – for example politeness – might lead to ’friction’, or a
sense of ’guilt’ for rejecting a potential encounter with the person on the other path; which as a
result would then negatively affect our likelihood of replenishing of resources. We did find that
relatively speaking behaviour that does not adhere to a situational norm yielded a higher sense of
guilt or regret than behaviour that does adhere to the prevalent norm. Also, an increased sense
of guilt or regret related to a decrease in perceived likelihood of restoration and pleasantness.
However, in contrast, behaviour incongruent with the politeness norm yielded higher perceived
likelihood of restoration a´nd higher pleasantness than behaviour that was congruent with the
norm; whilst for the politeness norm no effects were to be observed. So there is no directly
observable mechanism [behaviour incongruent with social norm → increased guilt/regret → de-
creased expectation of perceived restoration and pleasantness]. 82 It is not yet clear whether
the counter-intuitive results were indeed due to the norm-incongruent nature of the behaviour
itself, or due to a confounding, underlying factor and its subsequent effect on perceived likelihood
of restoration & pleasantness. Especially with the apparent decoupling between perceived like-
lihood of restoration and reported pleasantness regarding the conditions in which the stranger
82We should note however that the perception of norms and reported sensitivity to behavioural norms was
particularly weak in the current study.
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faced towards and away from the participant, respectively, this becomes hard to interpret. A
possible theoretical explanation for the inconclusive evidence might be that as opposed to our
proposed mechanism, instead for (some) participants (1) the choice that would be considered
preferable would be the same as that required per the prevalent norm, and hence people would
not change their behaviour nor negatively be affected by ’friction’, which may explain the lack
of effects we observed for the privacy norm or (2) the choice considered preferable would be
the opposite of that required by the prevalent norm, and people feel compelled to change their
behaviour; as they adhere to the norm there would likely be no ’friction’, but their restorative
experience might be negatively affected by the mere fact that the choice would not originally have
been preferred, which may expain the contradictory effects observed for the politeness norm.
Furthermore, the situational injunctive norms did not seem to specifically affect the choice par-
ticipants made between (1) actively seeking a situation in which one would be alone or (2)
initiating a potential social interaction; thereby undermining the notion of these norms directly
’exerting a social force’. So as of yet, unfortunately, we cannot determine whether situational
norms and their consequences form a ’motivational’ aspect in the ”person - social context -
physical environment - transaction” that is restoration.
4.1 Context of the research and the contribution of this study
Taking into account the discussion of the results, the main contribution of the current work to
the social context restoration research community lies in the following:
• We included active participation of the participant with them making a choice between
facing an encounter or avoiding an encounter and we compared these results with a condition
in which participants did not have a choice.
• We provided indications on the link between active participation (i.e. behaviour) and
situational norms perceived; with a pivotal role for gender-specific interpretations of the
norms and subsequent behaviour.
• We provided indications on negative affect as a result of behaviour not conforming to
the perceived situational norm.
• We provided indications as to the difficulty of grasping situational norms within a
’social context restoration experiment’; as even though empathy scores were high, the
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absolute perception of social norms was rather low.
• We reproduced a.o. (1) the result by Konings and Staats (2015) that the majority of par-
ticipants chose the empty path over the path with the stranger, and (2) the result by Konings
(2014b) and Staats and Hartig (2004) that perceived levels of safety greatly affect perceived
likelihood of restoration within an environment.
4.2 Critical view on our own results
A first limitation of the current set-up is that through the use of a simulation we only had a visual
account of nature. In ’real-life’ of course many modalities (e.g. sensory, auditory) might influence
the restorative qualities that we experience in urban nature, or perhaps even a synergy of these
separate modalities. We argue that for the current purpose the visually oriented simulation was
enough of a proxy for a real walk through the park, given the findings by Stamps III (1990,
2010), where it was shown that dynamic simulations are strongly related to on-site evaluations.
However, an additional downside to the use of a computer simulation is that the experience itself
will not be ’immersive’. The disappointing results regarding norm saliency as perceived by the
participants might perhaps be attributed to this lack of immersion, although participants were
able to empathise with the simulation. Alternatively, we might not have been able to capture
the effects of the norms due to a lack of compatibility between the relative degree of immersion
versus the phrasing of the questions. It is likely that for a computer simulation the perception
of injunctive norms would be more subtle than in a real-life situation. The questions used for
the current study however may not have been phrased adequately to capture these more subtle
effects.
Furthermore, note that in using only one type of environment, the effect of the complexity
of a scene will not affect people’s preferences within the sample, relatively speaking that is.
Although we would argue that, in an absolute manner, the park simulation could be considered a
’moderate complexity’ type of scene, given its relatively coherent, yet diverse elements. As such it
would relate most positively to people’s situational preference if we were to apply the inverted-U
relationship (Berlyne, 1963; Vitz, 1966). A comparison with other types of environments would
however still require further research.
On a similar note, with this study we can at most give an indication as to the underlying
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social force of social norms and its effect on situational preferences. Given that with one restora-
tive situation (i.e. urban nature with the presence of one other person), we cannot generalise
towards other restorative environments on the ’nature vs. urban’-continuum, nor can we gener-
alise towards other social contexts with e.g. the presence of groups of people. However, we do
have a first indication of the role of social norms in people’s behaviour relating to restorative
preferences, within one of the most common restorative environments.
Additionally in our set-up we have not been able to distinguish the effect reported by
Birmingham et al. (2008): when others are visually present in a scene, people spend increas-
ing amounts of time looking at them and less time observing their environment. Hence, the
participants in the ’alone’ condition are expected to spend more time looking at the simulated
environment itself than the participants in the ’social context’ condition.83 Thus the simulation
essentially was different for these two conditions in terms of the amount of time participants
attend to the nature presented in the photos. As we did not measure the amount of attention
focused on people vs. nature in the scene, we have not been able to distinguish this effect from
our results. Still, it is an effect that may play an important role in the process from detecting
social context towards the perception of its situational norms. For the current study processes
leading to behaviour, and processes underlying social norms were considered to be outside of the
scope.
The latter notion regarding underlying cognitive processes also relates to the distinction
between implicit and explicit preferences. In the current study we purely concentrated on what
people report themselves through use of explicit measures, such as self-report measures for the
personality scales, or explicit accounts for the perception of social norms. As such we basically
’missed out’ on a world of information. That is, we will not be able to gauge the implicit effects.84
Another point we could raise is that essentially restoration encompasses the replenishing of
depleted resources in both a psychological a´nd a physiological fashion; whereas with the current
set-up we predominantly assessed the psychological component. Therefore we do not have any
indication as to the physiological effects pertaining to social norms and/or social contexts. We
83Note that Birmingham et al. (2008) themselves did not compare the ’social’ scenes with a ’non-social’ scene
group. As such the expectation is a speculation based on their results.
84It is important to note that to measure explicit effects one should use explicit measures, whilst when one
wishes to assess implicit effects, implicit measures are to be used, as e.g. Payne, Burkley, and Stokes (2008) argued
that the discrepancy between implicit and explicit attitudes is to be attributed to a structural misfit by tapping
into different types of information –implicit vs. explicit information– through use of incompatible measures.
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believe that the physiological component would be an extremely valuable source of information.
Note that the latter would also provide a more implicit measure as opposed to the explicit self-
report instruments. Neither the use of physiological measures, nor the implicit were considered
part of the scope of this study. Perhaps future research could focus on delving into the physical
component.
4.3 Recommendations for future research
Taking into account the critical view on our own results the following recommendations can be
made in order to provide future researchers with an indication as to how to build on the current
research:
• To better establish norm-(in)congruency: Focus on the level of immersion and corre-
sponding salience of the situational norms, and if possible run a pilot study first to be able to
gauge the compatibility between the salience of the norms and the items in the questionnaire.
In case of a computer simulation be sure to amend the scales such that they will be able to
capture subtle effects.
• To better gauge the effect of a social presence: Focus on tracking the relative level
of attention paid to the person(s) vs. to the natural elements within the scene, for example
in phases: (1) at first glance, (2) towards the encounter and (3) during encounter. Such an
experiment could possibly involve eye-ball tracking measurements.
• To better capture the process of restoration in a social context: Employ physiological
measures to (1) capture the actual process of restoration with respect to both encounters and
no encounters in all phases, e.g. leading up to a choice of path and the result of such a choice
regarding for example stress measures and (2) to provide insight in the link between perceived
(likelihood of) restoration and actually experienced restoration.
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A Appendix: Figures
Figure 4: Estimated Marginal Means for Sensitivity To Behavioural Norms for Subjects in the
Choice (u) and No Choice (l) Conditions, Respectively. Covariates Appearing in the Model are
Evaluated at ’Social Stimulation’ = 3.34, ’Attentional Fatigue’ = 2.15 and ’Safety’ = 5.30.
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Figure 5: Estimated Marginal Means for Politeness for Subjects in the Choice (u) and No Choice
(l) Conditions, Respectively. Covariates Appearing in the Model are Evaluated at ’Social Stim-
ulation’ = 3.34, ’Attentional Fatigue’ = 2.15 and ’Safety’ = 5.30.
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Figure 6: Estimated Marginal Means for Perceived Restoration for Subjects in the Choice (u)
and No Choice (l) Conditions, Respectively.
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Figure 7: Estimated Marginal Means for Pleasantness for Males and Females in Groups of Rel-
ative Attentional Fatigue, Only for Subjects in the Choice Condition.
B Appendix: Questionnaires
Een onderzoek naar de beoordeling van omgevingen...
In het eerste gedeelte van het experiment wordt onderzocht hoe een omgeving wordt beoordeeld.
Je krijgt een aantal foto’s te zien van een natuurlijke omgeving. Probeer je voor te stellen
dat je een uur gaat wandelen in deze omgeving.
We hebben een aantal gevolgen beschreven die kunnen optreden wanneer je een wandeling
maakt in een bepaalde omgeving. Na het bekijken van de foto’s vragen we je hoe waarschijnlijk
het is dat jij deze gevolgen zult ervaren tijdens een wandeling van een uur in een natuurlijke
omgeving.
Tijdens de wandeling krijg je zelf de mogelijkheid om een onderdeel van je route te kiezen.
Beantwoord de vragen zoals je je nu voelt. Denk niet te lang na voor je antwoord geeft op een
vraag, de eerste indruk is meestal de beste.
B.1 Attentional fatigue
Je krijgt nu eerst een aantal vragen. Beantwoord deze zoals je je nu voelt.
Voel je je op dit moment ... ? (1, helemaal niet– 7, in zeer hoge mate)
1. gerriteerd
2. moe
3. afgemat
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Figure 8: Estimated Marginal Means for Pleasantness for Males (u) and Females (l) Depending
on Their Relative Level of Attentional Fatigue and Choice of Path, Only for Subjects in the
Choice Condition.
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4. geestelijk uitgeput
Zou je op dit moment ... ? (1, helemaal niet– 7, in zeer hoge mate)
1. een weloverwogen beslissing kunnen maken
2. je ergens op kunnen concentreren
3. een moeilijke situatie kunnen overzien
4. aandachtig een lang college kunnen volgen
De wandeling gaat nu beginnen ... [simulatie van wandeling, 6:40 minuten]
Dit is het einde van de wandeling. Je krijgt nu een aantal vragen.
B.2 Evaluation of the walk & norm check
Hieronder komen nu een aantal vragen over hoe je de wandeling beleefd hebt. Wat vond je van
de wandeling?
Ik vond de wandeling ... ? (1, helemaal niet– 7, in zeer hoge mate)
1. plezierig
2. aangenaam
3. bedreigend
4. onprettig
Tijdens de wandeling voelde ik me ...? (1, helemaal niet– 7, in zeer hoge mate)
1. opgewonden
2. gespannen
3. kalm
4. verveeld
5. opgetogen
6. veilig
De ontmoeting met andere mensen tijdens de wandeling riep bij mij een gevoel op van ...? (1,
helemaal niet– 7, in zeer hoge mate)
1. voldoening
2. trots
3. schuld
4. schaamte
5. spijt
6. geˆne
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B.3 Expectancy of the effects of the walk & perception of social
norms
Nu krijg je een aantal mogelijke gevolgen van een wandeling in een natuurlijke omgeving te zien.
We willen graag weten hoe waarschijnlijk het is dat jij deze gevolgen zult ondervinden als je echt
een uur zou hebben gewandeld in dit park zoals op de foto’s te zien was.
Als ik zo’n wandeling maak denk ik dat...? (1, helemaal niet– 7, in zeer hoge mate)
1. ik tot rust kom
2. ik allerlei verschillende mensen zie
3. ik bedrijvigheid om me heen heb
4. ik de mogelijkheid heb om contact te maken met anderen
5. ik de mogelijk heb mijn ervaringen te delen met andere wandelaars
6. alle spanning van me afvalt
7. ik tot mezelf kom
8. ik nieuwe energie krijg
9. ik me moet aanpassen aan mensen die ik tegenkom
10. andere mensen zich een oordeel vormen over mij
11. ik mijn gedrag moet afstemmen op de mensen die ik tegenkom
12. ik rekening moet houden met mensen die ik tegenkom
13. er op me wordt gelet
14. ik niet vrij ben in mijn doen en laten
15. ik veel mensen om me heen heb
16. het niet netjes is om van iemand weg te lopen
17. het niet netjes is om iemand aan te spreken
18. ik iemand lastig val als ik contact met hen maak
19. de aanwezigheid van andere mensen mijn gevoelens van ontspanning vermindert
20. de aanwezigheid van andere mensen de effecten van de natuur te niet doet
21. de aanwezigheid van andere mensen mij uit mijn gedachten haalt
22. de aanwezigheid van andere mensen mij brengt bij meer alledaagse zaken
23. de aanwezigheid van andere mensen mijn aandacht voor de natuur te niet doet
24. er van mij verwacht wordt dat ik andere mensen alleen laat
25. er van mij verwacht wordt dat ik contact maak met andere mensen
B.4 General questions
1. Tijdens de wandeling heb je twee keer je eigen route kunnen kiezen. Bij de eerste mogeli-
jkheid koos jij [links/rechts ]. Waarom heb jij voor [links/rechts ] gekozen? (open vraag)
2. Tijdens de wandeling heb je twee keer je eigen route kunnen kiezen. Bij de tweede mo-
gelijkheid koos jij [links/rechts ]. Waarom heb jij voor [links/rechts ] gekozen? (open vraag,
alleen voor mensen in keuze-conditie)
3. Hoe bekend ben je met zo’n soort omgeving? (1, helemaal niet– 5, heel erg)
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4. Hoe geschikt vind je deze omgeving om in te wandelen? (1, helemaal niet– 5, heel erg)
5. Hoe graag wandel je in het algemeen? (1, helemaal niet– 5, heel erg)
6. Hoe vaak wandel je ..? (minder dan 3x – 4-6 keer – 7-9 keer – 10-13 keer – meer dan 13
keer)
7. Hoe goed vond je de foto’s een indruk geven van een wandeling in een natuurlijke omgeving?
(1, helemaal niet– 5, heel erg)
8. Hoe goed kwamen de foto’s overeen met jouw beeld van een natuurlijke omgeving? (1,
helemaal niet– 5, heel erg)
9. Heb je andere mensen gezien ..? (ja/nee)
10. Hoe natuurlijk vond je de omgeving? (1, helemaal niet– 7, in zeer hoge mate)
11. Waar ging het onderzoek over? (open vraag)
12. Vond je de vragen duidelijk? (1, helemaal niet– 5, heel erg)
13. Vond je de instructies van de proefleider duidelijk? (1, helemaal niet– 5, heel erg)
14. Wat is je leeftijd? (open vraag)
15. Wat is je geslacht? (man/vrouw)
16. Welke opleiding doe je? (open vraag)
B.5 LSAS – social anxiety & social avoidance
[na tweede of derde experiment...] Tot slot nog een aantal algemene vragen.
Beantwoord de vragen zoals je je meestal voelt. Denk niet te lang na voor je antwoord geeft
op een vraag, de eerste indruk is meestal de beste.
Ik ervaar angst of vrees als ik ... (1, geen – 2, een beetje – 3, nogal – 4, heel erg)
1. telefoneer in gezelschap
2. deelneem aan een activiteit in een kleine groep
3. eet in gezelschap
4. drink in gezelschap
5. met belangrijke mensen praat
6. in het openbaar spreek of iets doe
7. naar een feestje ga
8. werk terwijl een ander toekijkt
9. schrijf terwijl een ander toekijkt
10. een redelijk onbekend iemand opbel
11. met oppervlakkige kennissen praat
12. vreemden ontmoet
13. een openbaar toilet of urinoir gebruik
14. een kamer met mensen binnenga
15. in het middelpunt van de aandacht sta
16. zonder voorbereiding iets zeg in een vergadering
17. een examen of een test doe
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18. kritiek geef op iemand die ik niet zo goed ken
19. mensen die ik niet zo goed ken aankijk
20. in een groep mensen van iets verslag uitbreng
21. een afspraakje met iemand maak of iemand ’versier’
22. spullen naar een winkel terugbreng en mijn geld terugvraag
23. een feestje geef
24. een opdringere verkoper aan de deur afwimpel
Ik vermijd ... (1, nooit (0%) – 2, soms (1−33%) – 3, vaak (33−67%) – 4, bijna altijd (> 67%))
1. telefoneren in gezelschap
2. deelnemen aan een activiteit in een kleine groep
3. eten in gezelschap
4. drinken in gezelschap
5. met belangrijke mensen praten
6. in het openbaar spreken of iets doen
7. naar een feestje gaan
8. werken terwijl een ander toekijkt
9. schrijven terwijl een ander toekijkt
10. een redelijk onbekend iemand opbellen
11. met oppervlakkige kennissen praten
12. ontmoeten van vreemden
13. een openbaar toilet of urinoir gebruiken
14. een kamer met mensen binnengaan
15. in het middelpunt van de aandacht staan
16. zonder voorbereiding iets zeggen in een vergadering
17. een examen of een test doen
18. kritiek geven op iemand die ik niet zo goed ken
19. mensen die ik niet zo goed ken aankijken
20. in een groep mensen van iets verslag uitbrengen
21. een afspraakje met iemand maken of iemand ’versieren’
22. spullen naar een winkel terugbrengen en mijn geld terugvragen
23. een feestje geven
24. een opdringere verkoper aan de deur afwimpelen
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C Appendix: Construction of scales
C.1 Attentional fatigue
To investigate the underlying dimensions for the ’attentional fatigue’ variables a PCA was per-
formed on these eight variables. Given that the data was found to have a clear factor structure
(KMO = .77) and Bartlett’s test was highly significant ( χ(28) = 427.50; p < .001) the data was
considered suitable for factor analysis, regardless of sample size.
According to the eigenvalues-larger-than-one criterion using two components (as λ1, λ2 > 1; λ3 <
1 ) would be the most efficient in explaining as much variance as possible (Figure 9,Table 3,Table 4).
Observing that the inflexion point is situated on the second component with the decline in eigen-
value from the third to the fourth eigenvalue quickly saturating (Figure 9), it would be possible
to use a two- or three-component solution.
Interpretation of the VARIMAX rotated two-component solution (Table 3) yields that the data
was reduced to an ’attentional fatigue - functional expectancy’ factor F1 and an ’attentional
fatigue - emotional state’ factor F2. Albeit with ’Irritated’ only marginally contributing to the
emotional state component with a component loading of .42. In rotated space the same was to be
observed with two highly correlated clusters of variables (i.e. note the vector angles in Figure 10):
(1) the emotional state variables ’Irritated’,’Tired’,’Worn out’ and ’Mentally exhausted’ slightly
below average on the ’attentional fatigue - functional expectancy’ dimension and (2) the ’at-
tentional functional expectancy’ variables ’Well-thought-out decision’,’Focus on task’,’Overview
complex situation’, and ’Attention to lecture’ which are slightly below average on the ’attentional
fatigue - emotional state’ dimension. Communalities ranged from .18 (’Irritated’ ) to .80 (’Worn
out’ ). Thereby indicating that the former was not explained very well by the two dimensions,
as was the ’Attention to lecture’ variable (h2 = .49) (Table 3). In total the two components
explained 61.3% of the variance (Table 3).
Interpretation of the VARIMAX rotated three-component solution (Table 4) yields that
the data was reduced to an ’attentional fatigue - functional expectancy’ factor F1, a factor F2
dominated by ’attentional fatigue - emotional state’ and an ’irritation’ factor F3. It is to be
noted however that for the current solution the ’Attention to lecture’ variable contributes to
both F1 and F2, thereby clouding the interpretation of especially F2. Furthermore the third
component tells us that the ’Irritated’ variable essentially captures information separate from
the other emotional state of mind items related to attentional fatigue. Communalities ranged
from .58 (’Attention to lecture’ ) to .92 (’Irritated’ ). Thereby indicating that all variables were
explained rather well by the three dimensions (Table 4). In total the three components explained
72.9% of the variance (Table 4).
As such we argue that for attentional fatigue purposes the use of F1 and F2 as prescribed by
the two-component solution would be most efficient in that the two factors provided more clarity
regarding interpretation. As the first dimension predominantly captured the current emotional
state of mind, while the second mainly reflected the expectancy of attentional performance as
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Figure 9: Scree Plot for the Component-wise Eigenvalues of the PCA on the Attentional Fatigue
Variables
Table 3: Eigenvalues and Variance Accounted For (V AF ) of Components (Fj) for the Unrotated
Two-Component Solution, and Communalities (h2i ) and Component Loadings of the Attentional
Fatigue Variables for the VARIMAX Rotated Two-Component Solution.
Fj h
2
i
1 2
Eigenvalues and VAF (unrotated)
λ 3.57 1.34
% of VAF 44.6 16.7
Rotated component loadings
Irritated -.09 .42 .18
Tired -.25 .79 .69
Worn out -.15 .88 .80
Mentally exhausted -.21 .81 .69
Well-thought-out decision .84 -.07 .72
Focus on task .80 -.23 .69
Overview complex situation .79 -.19 .66
Attention to lecture .62 -.31 .49
Note. Component loadings are underlined if |loading| ≥ .40
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Figure 10: Component Plot in Rotated Space for the VARIMAX Rotated Two-Component PCA
Solution on the Attentional Fatigue Variables
Table 4: Eigenvalues and Variance Accounted For (V AF ) of Components (Fj) for the Unrotated
Three-Component Solution, and Communalities (h2i ) and Component Loadings of the Attentional
Fatigue Variables for the VARIMAX Rotated Three-Component Solution.
Fj h
2
i
1 2 3
Eigenvalues and VAF (unrotated)
λ 3.57 1.34 .93
% of VAF 44.6 16.7 11.6
Rotated component loadings
Irritated -.11 .17 .94 .92
Tired -.23 .82 .03 .73
Worn out -.13 .86 .22 .80
Mentally exhausted -.19 .82 .06 .72
Well-thought-out decision .85 -.05 -.13 .73
Focus on task .79 -.24 -.05 .69
Overview complex situation .79 -.18 -.13 .67
Attention to lecture .61 -.40 .23 .58
Note. Component loadings are underlined if |loading| ≥ .40
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extrapolated from the current state of mind. Consequently these factors are more informative in
terms of the attentional fatigue perspective, albeit with the loss of isolated information regarding
participants’ level of irration.
To investigate the reliability of the two separate dimensions -as determined through the VARI-
MAX rotated two-component PCAs on the ’attentional fatigue’ variables - Crohnbach’s alpha
was computed for each of these components. After Konings (2014b); Konings and Staats (2015)
we will also consider the internal consistency of the combined set of attentional fatigue factors.
Only variables with component loadings for which |loading| > .40 on the component at hand
were considered, and negative loadings were recoded into a new variable by reverting the scales.
In Table 5 it is shown that both attentional fatigue components, as well as the full attentional
fatigue scale were found to display a high level of internal consistency( all three have α > .75).
Regarding the variables as part of the components, it appeared that both for the ’attentional fa-
tigue - emotional state’ component and the full ’attentional fatigue’ scale the internal consistency
would improve by removing the ’Irritated’ variable (Table 5); which is also in line with what
we observed in the PCA itself (rather low communalities for this variable in the two-component
PCA). For the ’attentional fatigue - functional expectancy’ component the ’Attention to lecture’
variable seemed to hinder the reliability (Table 5).
So as to arrive at generalisable (additive) scales, unweighted addition of the variables was used
as opposed to using the component scores which only pertain to the current sample. As with the
reliability analyses only those variables with |loading| > .40 were considered and the negatively
loaded variables were recoded by reverting the variable scale. The means and standard deviations
of the three scales are given in Table 6. See also Table 5 for the lists of the variables used per
component.
To check whether the newly acquired additive scales still measured the same concepts, the corre-
lations between the additive scales and the component scores of the corresponding factors were
computed. With correlations of .951 and .954 it was safe to say that the additive scales indeed
captured the same information as the PCA dimensions previously identified in the PCA analyses.
Furthermore, the component scores also correlated significantly with the combined Attentional
Fatigue additive scale (r = .715 and r = .689, respectively).
As the full Attentional Fatigue scale performs rather well, and the omission of the ’Irritated’
variable would only slightly improve the internal consistency, we will here use the combined scale
so as to allow for comparison with the scales as employed by Konings (2014b); Konings and
Staats (2015)
C.2 Evaluation of the walk
To investigate the underlying dimensions for the ’evaluation of the walk’ variables a PCA was
performed on these ten variables. Given that the data was found to have a clear factor structure
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Table 5: Reliability Analyses by Means of Crohnbach’s Alpha for the Two Attentional Fatigue
PCA Components and a Combined Scale of the Two Attentional Fatigue PCA Components, and
the Crohnbach’s Alpha If a Variable Would Be Deleted Listed Per Component
α α-if-item-deleted
Attentional Fatigue .816
Irritated .825
Tired .781
Worn out .782
Mentally exhausted .785
Rev. Well-thought-out decision .802
Rev. Focus on task .788
Rev. Overview complex situation .794
Rev. Attention to lecture .800
Attentional Fatigue - Emotional State .769
Irritated .833
Tired .672
Worn out .608
Mentally exhausted .667
Attentional Fatigue - Functional Expectancy .780
Well-thought-out decision .722
Focus on task .679
Overview complex situation .724
Attention to lecture .792
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note 2. ’Rev’ indicates that the original variable was recoded through ’8 – current score’.
Table 6: Means and Standard Deviations for the three Attentional Fatigue Additive Scales
M SD
Scale 1: Attentional Fatigue 2.16 .81
Scale 2: Attentional Fatigue - Emotional State 2.31 .95
Scale 3: Attentional Fatigue - Functional Expectancy 2.02 .93
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note2. On a scale of 1 – 7
Table 7: Correlations Between the Attentional Fatigue Additive Scales and their Corresponding
Component Scores in the VARIMAX Rotated Space
Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3
Attentional Fatigue - Emotional State scores .715*** .954*** .268**
Attentional Fatigue - Functional Expectancy scores .689*** .235* .951***
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note. Significance was determined two-tailed with for * p < .05, for ** p < .01 and for *** p < .001.
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(KMO = .77) and Bartlett’s test was highly significant ( χ(45) = 553.71; p < .001) the data was
considered suitable for factor analysis, regardless of sample size.
According to the eigenvalues-larger-than-one criterion using two components (as λ1, λ2 > 1; λ3 <
1 ) would be the most efficient in explaining as much variance as possible (Figure 11,Table 8,Table 9).
Observing that the inflexion point is situated on the third component with the decline in eigen-
value subsequently saturating rather quickly (Figure 11), it would hence be possible to use a two-
or three-component solution.
Interpretation of the VARIMAX rotated two-component solution (Table 8) yields that the data
was reduced to a contrast factor between positive and negative affective evaluations F1 and a fac-
tor F2 seemingly prescribing the contrast between stressful, unsafe evaluations and their calmer,
safe counterparts. In rotated space this was reflected by three highly correlated clusters: (1)
the positive affective evaluations ’excited’, ’elated’, ’pleasing’ and ’enjoyable’, (2) the ’calm’ and
’safe’ variables versus (3) the ’tense’ and ’threatening’ variables. The ’unpleasant’ and ’bored’
variables did not correlate strongly with any of the other variables. Communalities ranged from
.33 (’Excited’ ) to .82 (’Enjoyable’ ). Thereby indicating that the former was not explained very
well by the two dimensions, as were the ’Delighted/elated’ (h2 = .44) and ’Bored’ (h2 = .46)
variables (Table 8). In total the two components explained 57.7% of the variance (Table 8).
Interpretation of the VARIMAX rotated three-component solution (Table 9) yields that the
Figure 11: Scree Plot for the Component-wise Eigenvalues of the PCA on the Evaluation of the
Walk Variables
data was reduced to a ’safe/calm versus threatening/tense’ dominated factor F1, a ’pleasantness’
factor F2 and a ’positive arousal’ factor F3. As such both the ’Excited’ and ’Delighted/elated’
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Table 8: Eigenvalues and Variance Accounted For (V AF ) of Components (Fj) for the Unrotated
Two-Component Solution, and Communalities (h2i ) and Component Loadings of the Evaluation
of the Walk Variables for the VARIMAX Rotated Two-Component Solution.
Fj h
2
i
1 2
Eigenvalues and VAF (unrotated)
λ 3.39 2.38
% of VAF 33.9 23.8
Rotated component loadings
Excited .57 -.08 .33
Tense .13 .80 .66
Calm .10 -.70 .50
Bored -.67 -.10 .46
Delighted/elated .65 -.11 .44
Safe .11 -.75 .57
Enjoyable .89 -.15 .82
Pleasing .84 -.21 .75
Threatening .09 .81 .66
Unpleasant -.41 .65 .59
Note. Component loadings are underlined if |loading| ≥ .40
Figure 12: Component Plot in Rotated Space for the VARIMAX Rotated Two-Component PCA
Solution on the Evaluation of the Walk Variables
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variables can now be distinguished from the less intense (in terms of physical arousal) affective
reactions relating to pleasantness of the situation. Consequently including the third factor results
in a more informative set of components. From a practical point of view this distinction also
aids in the interpretation of the results with respect to participants’ preferences for a certain
situation. Do note that ’Unpleasant’ loads both on F1 and F2. However in light of the practical
issue raised just now, we will use this variable only as part of the ’pleasantness’ factor F2. Com-
munalities ranged from .51 (’Calm’ ) to .84 (’Enjoyable’ ). Thereby indicating that all variables
were explained rather very well by the three dimensions (Table 9). In total the three components
explained 66.6% of the variance (Table 9).
Table 9: Eigenvalues and Variance Accounted For (V AF ) of Components (Fj) for the Unrotated
Three-Component Solution, and Communalities (h2i ) and Component Loadings of the Evaluation
of the Walk Variables for the VARIMAX Rotated Three-Component Solution.
Fj h
2
i
1 2 3
Eigenvalues and VAF (unrotated)
λ 3.39 2.38 .88
% of VAF 33.9 23.8 8.9
Rotated component loadings
Excited .06 .13 .87 .77
Tense .80 .06 .11 .66
Calm -.69 .17 -.05 .51
Bored -.14 -.76 -.04 .60
Delighted/elated -.11 .35 .67 .58
Safe -.75 .07 .12 .58
Enjoyable -.12 .84 .35 .84
Pleasing -.18 82 .29 .78
Threatening .82 .15 -.11 .70
Unpleasant .63 -.48 -.04 .63
Note. Component loadings are underlined if |loading| ≥ .40
To investigate the reliability of the three separate dimensions -as determined through the
VARIMAX rotated two-component PCAs on the ’evaluation of the walk’ variables - Crohnbach’s
alpha was computed for each of these components. Only variables with component loadings for
which |loading| > .40 on the component at hand were considered, and negative loadings were
recoded into a new variable by reverting the scales. In Table 10 it is shown that the safety and
pleasantness components were found to display a high level of internal consistency (all three
have α > .75). The positive arousal component however showed debatable internal consistency
(α < .70). The latter might perhaps be attributed to the fact that the scale consists of only two
variables. Regarding the variables as part of the components, it appeared that for the ’pleas-
antness’ component the internal consistency would improve by removing the ’Bored’ variable
(Table 10).
So as to arrive at generalisable (additive) scales, unweighted addition of the variables was used
as opposed to using the component scores which only pertain to the current sample. As with the
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reliability analyses only those variables with |loading| > .40 were considered and the negatively
loaded variables were recoded by reverting the variable scale. The means and standard deviations
of the three scales are given in Table 11. See also Table 10 for the lists of the variables used per
component. Note that for the ’pleasantness’ scale the ’Bored’ variable has been deleted as an
item in an effort to improve internal consistency.
To check whether the newly acquired additive scales still measured the same concepts, the corre-
lations between the additive scales and the component scores of the corresponding factors were
computed. With strong correlations of .847 (with the omission of ’Bored’ ), .932 and .982 it was
safe to say that the additive scales indeed captured the same information as the PCA dimensions
previously identified in the PCA analyses.
Table 10: Reliability Analyses by Means of Crohnbach’s Alpha for the Two Evaluation of the
Walk PCA Component and the Crohnbach’s Alpha If a Variable Would Be Deleted Listed Per
Component
α α-if-item-deleted
Safety vs. Danger .777
Calm .745
Safe .726
Rev.Tense .714
Rev. Threatening .707
Pleasantness .764
Enjoyable .610
Pleasing .636
Rev. Bored .801
Rev. Unpleasant .775
Positive Arousal .527
Excited .
Delighted/elated .
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note 2. ’Rev’ indicates that the original variable was recoded through ’8-current score’.
Table 11: Means and Standard Deviations for the Three Evaluation of the Walk Additive Scales
M SD
Scale 1: Safety vs. Danger 5.33 .85
Scale 2: Pleasantness 5.96 1.25
Scale 3: Positive Arousal 3.01 1.12
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note2. On a scale of 1 – 7
Note 3. The pleasantness scale was determined without the ’Bored’ variable
as per the consistency analysis.
Note 4. The safety scale was determined with ’safe’ on the positive axis
and ’threatening’ on the negative axis.
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Table 12: Correlations Between the Evaluation of the Walk Additive Scales and their Correspond-
ing Component Scores in the VARIMAX Rotated Space
Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3
Safety vs. Danger scores -.982***
Pleasantness scores .847***
Positive Arousal scores .932***
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note 2. Significance was determined two-tailed with for * p < .05, for ** p < .01 and for *** p < .001.
Note 3. The pleasantness scale was determined without the ’Bored’ variable,
as per the consistency analysis.
Note 4. The safety scale was determined with ’safe’ on the positive axis
and ’threatening’ on the negative axis. Hence the negative correlation.
C.3 Norm check
To investigate the underlying dimensions for the ’norm check’ variables a PCA was performed on
these six variables for those in the choice condition only 85. Given that the data was found
to have a clear factor structure (KMO = .71) and Bartlett’s test was highly significant (
χ(15) = 311.03; p < .001) the data was considered suitable for factor analysis, regardless of
sample size.
According to the eigenvalues-larger-than-one criterion using two components (as λ1, λ2 > 1;
λ3 < 1 ) would be the most efficient in explaining as much variance as possible (Figure 13, Ta-
ble 13, Table 14). Observing that the inflexion point is situated on the third component with the
decline in eigenvalue subsequently saturating rather quickly (Figure 13), it would hence be pos-
sible to use a two- or three-component solution. However,it should also be observed that λ3 << 1.
Interpretation of the VARIMAX rotated two-component solution (Table 13) yields that the data
was reduced to a ’positive internalised affective reaction’ dimension F1 and a ’negative inter-
nalised affective reaction’ dimension F2. In rotated space the same was to be observed with two
highly correlated clusters of variables (i.e. note the vector angles in Figure 14): (1) the positive
internalised reaction variables ’Satisfaction’ and ’Pride’ and (2) the ’negative internalised re-
action’ variables ’Guilt’,’Regret’,’Shame’, and ’Embarrassment’ which are slightly above average
on the positive internalised reaction dimension. Communalities ranged from .71 (’Regret’ ) to .82
(’Satisfaction’ and ’Pride’ ). Thereby indicating that all variables were explained quite well by
the two dimensions. In total the two components explained 78.2% of the variance (Table 13).
Interpretation of the VARIMAX rotated three-component solution (Table 14) yields that
the data was reduced to a ’positive internalised reaction’ factor F3, a ’negative internalised
reaction - action/circumstance-based’ factor F1 and a negative ’negative internalised reaction
- self-based’ factor F2. Thereby creating an extra distinction within the group of ’negative
internalised reaction’-variables. Communalities ranged from .84 (’Pride’ and ’Guilt’ ) to .94
85Recall that the ’norm check’ relates to the assumption that those choosing to behave norm-incongruently in
a social encounter situation were to experience regret or guilt as a result of their behaviour.
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Figure 13: Scree Plot for the Component-wise Eigenvalues of the PCA on the Norm Check
Variables
Table 13: Eigenvalues and Variance Accounted For (V AF ) of Components (Fj)for the Unrotated
Two-Component Solution, and Communalities (h2i ) and Component Loadings of the Norm Check
Variables for the VARIMAX Rotated Two-Component Solution.
Fj h
2
i
1 2
Eigenvalues and VAF (unrotated)
λ 3.12 1.57
% of VAF 52.0 26.2
Rotated component loadings
Satisfaction -.06 .90 .82
Pride .19 .89 .82
Guilt .83 .18 .72
Embarrassment .93 .01 .87
Regret .84 .06 .71
Shame .86 -.01 .75
Note. Component loadings are underlined if |loading| ≥ .40
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Figure 14: Component Plot in Rotated Space for the VARIMAX Rotated Two-Component PCA
Solution on the Norm Check Variables
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(’Shame’ ). Thereby indicating that all variables were explained very well by the three dimensions
(Table 14). In total the three components explained 84.6% of the variance (Table 14). As such the
extra factor does introduce interesting information with respect to the two-component solution.
However for the current purposes on the internalised response as a result of a social interaction
this is deemed unnecessarily intricate for the slight increase in VAF. Therefore we will instead
opt to use the two-factor PCA for the ’norm check’ variables.
Table 14: Eigenvalues and Variance Accounted For (V AF ) of Components (Fj) for the Unrotated
Three-Component Solution, and Communalities (h2i ) and Component Loadings of the Norm Check
Variables for the VARIMAX Rotated Three-Component Solution.
Fj h
2
i
1 2 3
Eigenvalues and VAF (unrotated)
λ 3.12 1.57 .50
% of VAF 52.0 26.2 8.4
Rotated component loadings
Satisfaction -.12 .05 .92 .87
Pride .29 -.01 .87 .84
Guilt .84 .34 .14 .84
Embarrassment .51 .81 .02 .92
Regret .81 .39 .02 .80
Shame .30 .92 .03 .94
Note. Component loadings are underlined if |loading| ≥ .40
To investigate the reliability of the two separate dimensions -as determined through the
VARIMAX rotated two-component PCAs on the ’norm check’ variables - Crohnbach’s alpha
was computed for each of these components. Only variables with component loadings for which
|loading| > .40 on the component at hand were considered. In Table 15 it is shown that the pos-
itive and negative internalised reaction components were found to display a high level of internal
consistency (α > .70). Regarding the variables as part of the components, it appeared that for
the ’negative reaction’ component the internal consistency was slightly hindered by the ’Regret’
variable (Table 15). owever not to such an extent that we will omit its contribution to the scale,
as we of course work with a limited sample of the population.
So as to arrive at generalisable (additive) scales, unweighted addition of the variables was used
as opposed to using the component scores which only pertain to the current sample. As with
the reliability analyses only those variables with |loading| > .40 were considered. The means and
standard deviations of the three scales are given in Table 16. See also Table 15 for the lists of
the variables used per component.
To check whether the newly acquired additive scales still measured the same concepts, the corre-
lations between the additive scales and the component scores of the corresponding factors were
computed. With strong correlations of .996 (Table 17) it was safe to say that the additive scales
indeed captured the same information as the PCA dimensions previously identified in the PCA
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analyses.
Table 15: Reliability Analyses by Means of Crohnbach’s Alpha for the Two Norm Check PCA
Components and the Crohnbach’s Alpha If a Variable Would Be Deleted Listed Per Component
α α-if-item-deleted
Negative internalised reaction .867
Guilt .837
Embarrassment .760
Regret .879
Shame .818
Positive internalised reaction .704
Satisfaction .
Pride .
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Table 16: Means and Standard Deviations for the Two Norm Check Additive Scales
M SD
Scale 1: Negative internalised reaction 1.73 .88
Scale 2: Positive internalised reaction 2.90 1.29
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note2. On a scale of 1 – 7
Table 17: Correlations Between the Norm Check Additive Scales and their Corresponding Com-
ponent Scores in the VARIMAX Rotated Space
Scale 1 Scale 2
Negative internalised reaction scores .996***
Positive internalised reaction scores .996***
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note 2. Significance was determined two-tailed with for * p < .05, for ** p < .01 and for *** p < .001.
C.4 Expectancy of the effects of the walk
To investigate the underlying dimensions for the ’expectation of the walk’ variables a PCA was
performed on these twenty variables. Given that the data was found to have a clear factor struc-
ture (KMO = .77) and Bartlett’s test was highly significant ( χ(190) = 1190.75; p < .001) the
data was considered suitable for factor analysis, regardless of sample size.
According to the eigenvalues-larger-than-one criterion using five components (as λ1−λ5 > 1; λ6 <
1 ) would be the most efficient in explaining as much variance as possible (Figure 15,Table 18).
A first inflexion point is situated on the second component and a second inflexion point on the
fourth component Figure 15. Hence this method is not really suitable for the current PCA and
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we will therefore apply the eigenvalue-larger-than-one criterion, i.e. five components.
Interpretation of the VARIMAX rotated five-component solution (Table 18) yields that the data
was reduced to a ’sensitivity to behavioural norms’ factor F1, a dimension prescribing the ’neg-
ative effects of the presence of others on restoration’ F2, a ’perceived likelihood of restoration’
factor F3, a factor dominated by ’social stimulation’ F4 and the ’opportunity for social contact’
component F5. These factors coincide with the factors as employed by Konings (2014b).
Figure 15: Scree Plot for the Component-wise Eigenvalues of the PCA on the Expectation of
Walk Variables
To investigate the reliability of the five separate dimensions -as determined through the VARI-
MAX rotated five-component PCAs on the ’expectation of the walk’ variables - Crohnbach’s alpha
was computed for each of these components. Only variables with component loadings for which
|loading| > .40 on the component at hand were considered. In Table 19 it is shown that the ’sen-
sitivity to behavioural norms’, ’negative effects of presence of others on restoration’, ’perceived
likelihood of restoration’ and ’opportunity for social’ components were found to display a high
level of internal consistency (all four have α > .75). The ’social stimulation’ component’s internal
consistency is debatable (α < .70) Regarding the variables as part of the components, it appeared
that for the ’perceived likelihood of restoration’ component the internal consistency was slightly
hindered by the ’Renew energy’ variable (Table 19). However not to such an extent that we will
omit its contribution to the scale, as we of course have a limited sample of the population a´nd
given the fact Konings (2014b) employed the same items as part of their restoration research.
Thereby allowing for comparison with previous research.
So as to arrive at generalisable (additive) scales, unweighted addition of the variables was used
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Table 18: Eigenvalues and Variance Accounted For (V AF ) of Components (Fj) for the Unrotated
Five-Component Solution, and Communalities (h2i ) and Component Loadings of the Expectation
of the Walk Variables for the VARIMAX Rotated Five-Component Solution.
Fj h
2
i
1 2 3 4 5
Eigenvalues and VAF (unrotated)
λ 5.01 2.70 2.56 1.56 1.12
% of VAF 25.0 13.5 12.8 7.8 5.6
Rotated component loadings
Adjust behaviour .84 .16 -.08 .12 -.01 .76
Adapt to people .79 .18 -.00 .14 .08 .68
Take people into account .77 .10 -.06 -.02 .20 .65
Being judged .74 .20 -.08 .03 -.09 .60
Being observed .68 .27 -.21 .15 -.19 .64
Being restricted .56 .15 -.21 .34 -.25 .55
Others distract .16 .81 .10 .02 -.08 .70
Others negate attention to nature .09 .80 .03 .05 .10 .66
Others negate effects of nature .14 .75 -.13 .01 -.01 .60
Others reduce relaxation .22 .72 .08 -.09 -.17 .61
Others lead to thoughts of mundane matters .27 .57 .02 .12 .12 .42
Unwind completely -.19 .05 .85 .15 -.07 .78
Come to senses -.08 .01 .82 .10 -.14 .71
Relax/Calm down -.13 -.03 .79 -.13 -.02 .65
Renew energy .03 .11 .63 -.11 .44 .62
Many things going on around .09 .02 .03 .76 -.06 .58
See lots of different people .11 -.06 .15 .70 .28 .61
Many people around .20 .15 -.11 .70 .23 .62
Opportunity to share experiences -.05 -.01 -.08 .15 .85 .76
Opportunity to make contact -.01 -.06 -.04 .51 .70 .75
Note. Component loadings are underlined if |loading| ≥ .40
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as opposed to using the component scores which only pertain to the current sample. As with
the reliability analyses only those variables with |loading| > .40 were considered. The means and
standard deviations of the three scales are given in Table 20. See also Table 19 for the lists of
the variables used per component.
To check whether the newly acquired additive scales still measured the same concepts, the corre-
lations between the additive scales and the component scores of the corresponding factors were
computed. With strong correlations of .996 (Table 17) it was safe to say that the additive scales
indeed captured the same information as the PCA dimensions previously identified in the PCA
analyses.
Table 19: Reliability Analyses by Means of Crohnbach’s Alpha for the Five Expectancy of Walk
PCA Components and the Crohnbach’s Alpha If a Variable Would Be Deleted Listed Per Com-
ponent
α α-if-item-deleted
Sensitivity to Behavioural Norms .864
Adjust behaviour .821
Adapt to people .836
Take people into account .851
Being judged .842
Being observed .836
Being restricted .859
Negative Effects of Presence of Others on Restoration .810
Others distract .743
Others negate attention to nature .765
Others negate effects of nature .773
Others reduce relaxation .776
Others lead to thoughts of mundane matters .808
Perceived Likelihood of Restoration .793
Unwind completely .675
Come to senses .715
Relax/Calm down .747
Renew energy .810
Social Stimulation .667
Many things going on around .595
See lots of different people .542
Many people around .576
Opportunity for Social Contact .760
Opportunity to share experiences .
Opportunity to make contact .
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
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Table 20: Means and Standard Deviations for the Five Expectancy of Walk Additive Scales
M SD
Scale 1: Sensitivity to Behavioural Norms 3.02 1.18
Scale 2: Negative Effects of Presence of Others on Restoration 3.87 1.20
Scale 3: Perceived Likelihood of Restoration 5.58 .75
Scale 4: Social Stimulation 3.34 1.01
Scale 5: Opportunity for Social Contact 2.99 1.35
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note2. On a scale of 1 – 7
Table 21: Correlations Between the Expectancy of Walk Additive Scales and their Corresponding
Component Scores in the VARIMAX Rotated Space
Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 Scale 5
Sensitivity to Behavioural Norms scores .945***
Negative Effects of Pres. of Others on Rest. scores .967***
Perceived Likelihood of Restoration scores .981***
Social Stimulation scores .926***
Opportunity for Social Contact scores .860***
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note 2. Significance was determined two-tailed with for *** p < .001.
C.5 Perception of social norms
To investigate the underlying dimensions for the ’perception of norms’ variables a PCA was per-
formed on these five variables. Given that the data was found to have a clear factor structure
(KMO = .64) and Bartlett’s test was highly significant ( χ(10) = 126.27; p < .001) the data was
considered suitable for factor analysis, regardless of sample size.
According to the eigenvalues-larger-than-one criterion using two components (as λ1, λ2 > 1; λ3 <
1 ) would be the most efficient in explaining as much variance as possible (Figure 16,Table 22).
Observing that the inflexion point is situated on the second component Figure 16, it would be
possible to use a two- or three-component solution.
Interpretation of the VARIMAX rotated two-component solution (Table 22) yields that the data
was reduced to a ’respect for privacy’ factor F1 and a ’politeness’ factor F2. In rotated space the
same was to be observed with two distinct clusters of highly correlated variables (Figure 17): (1)
the ’respect for privacy’ variables ’Impolite to address someone’,’Expected to leave others alone’,
and ’Contact is imposing on others’ slightly above average on the ’politeness’ dimension and
(2) the ’politeness’ variables ’Expected to make contact’ and ’Impolite to avoid someone’ which
are slightly above average on the ’respect for privacy’ dimension. Communalities ranged from
.54 (’Impolite to avoid someone’ ) to .79 (’Contact is imposing on others’ ). Thereby indicating
that the variables were explained quite well by the two dimensions (Table 22). In total the two
components explained 65.2% of the variance (Table 22). Interpretation of the three-component
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Figure 16: Scree Plot for the Component-wise Eigenvalues of the PCA on the Perception of
Norms Variables
Table 22: Eigenvalues and Variance Accounted For (V AF ) of Components (Fj) for the Unrotated
Two-Component Solution, and Communalities (h2i ) and Component Loadings of the Perception
of Norms Variables for the VARIMAX Rotated Two-Component Solution.
Fj h
2
i
1 2
Eigenvalues and VAF (unrotated)
λ 2.13 1.13
% of VAF 42.6 22.6
Rotated component loadings
Contact is imposing on others .88 -.08 .79
Impolite to address someone .77 .23 .65
Expected to leave others alone .75 .15 .59
Expected to contact others -.02 .84 .70
Impolite to avoid someone .21 .70 .54
Note. Component loadings are underlined if |loading| ≥ .40
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Figure 17: Component Plot in Rotated Space for the VARIMAX Rotated Two-Component PCA
Solution on the Perception of Norms Variables
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solution (Table 23) yields that the data was reduced to a ’respect for privacy’ factor F1, an ’ex-
pected to contact others’ factor F2 and an ’impolite to avoid someone’ F3. As such it appears that
the addition of factors leads to the variables simply getting their own factor in the PCA 86, which
in this case does not aid the interpretation of the factors with respect to the perception of social
norms in the simulated environment. Consequently we will use the two-component solution for
the construction of the ’respect for privacy’ and ’politeness’ scales. Communalities ranged from
.62 (’Expected to leave others alone’ ) to .96 (’Expected to contact others’ ). Thereby indicating
that the variables were explained very well by the three dimensions (Table 23). In total the three
components explained 80.9% of the variance (Table 23). To investigate the reliability of the two
Table 23: Eigenvalues and Variance Accounted For (V AF ) of Components (Fj) for the Unrotated
Three-Component Solution, and Communalities (h2i ) and Component Loadings of the Perceived
Norm Variables for the VARIMAX Rotated Three-Component Solution.
Fj h
2
i
1 2 3
Eigenvalues and VAF (unrotated)
λ 2.13 1.13 .78
% of VAF 42.6 22.6 15.625
Rotated component loadings
Contact is imposing on others .89 -.08 -.00 .87
Impolite to address someone .80 .29 .02 .72
Expected to leave others alone .71 -.05 .33 .62
Expected to contact others .04 .97 .13 .96
Impolite to avoid someone .11 .14 .96 .95
Note. Component loadings are underlined if |loading| ≥ .40
separate dimensions -as determined through the VARIMAX rotated two-component PCAs on the
’perception of norms’ variables - Crohnbach’s alpha was computed for each of these components.
Only variables with component loadings for which |loading| > .40 on the component at hand
were considered. In Table 24 it is shown that the ’respect for privacy’ component was found
to display a high level of internal consistency (α > .75). The ’politeness’ component’s internal
consistency was insufficient (α < .50). The Pearson correlation between the two items is small
to medium with r = .23, p = .009.
So as to arrive at generalisable (additive) scales, unweighted addition of the variables was used
as opposed to using the component scores which only pertain to the current sample. As with
the reliability analyses only those variables with |loading| > .40 were considered. The means and
standard deviations of the two scales are given in Table 25. See also Table 24 for the lists of the
variables used per component.
To check whether the newly acquired additive scales still measured the same concepts, the corre-
lations between the additive scales and the component scores of the corresponding factors were
computed. With strong correlations of r = .949 and r = .988 (Table 26) it was safe to say
86This was confirmed by a quick five-component PCA
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that the additive scales indeed captured the same information as the PCA dimensions previously
identified in the PCA analyses.
Table 24: Reliability Analyses by Means of Crohnbach’s Alpha for the Two Perception of Norms
PCA Components and the Crohnbach’s Alpha If a Variable Would Be Deleted Listed Per Com-
ponent
α α-if-item-deleted
Respect for Privacy .733
Contact is imposing on others .546
Impolite to address someone .665
Expected to leave others alone .715
Politeness .347
Expected to contact others .
Impolite to avoid someone .
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Table 25: Means and Standard Deviations for the Two Perception of Norms Additive Scales
M SD
Scale 1: Respect for Privacy 2.99 1.28
Scale 2: Politeness 2.70 1.30
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note2. On a scale of 1 – 7
Table 26: Correlations Between the Perception of Norms Additive Scales and their Corresponding
Component Scores in the VARIMAX Rotated Space
Scale 1 Scale 2
Respect for Privacy scores .988***
Politeness scores .949***
Note. Only variables with | component loading| ≥ .40 were considered.
Note 2. Significance was determined two-tailed with for *** p < .001.
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D Appendix: Impression of visual material
Figure 18: Impression of the type of path that is to be followed by the participants during the
simulation of the walk in the park.
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Figure 19: Impression of the type of photograph that is presented to all the participants when
they are to make a choice between the path on the left or right, respectively.
Figure 20: Impression of the type of photograph that is presented to all participants when they
encounter a girl walking on her own on their path, during the simulation of the walk in the park.
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Figure 21: Impression of the type of photograph that is presented to the participants in the
’choice’-condition when they are to make a second choice between the path on the left or right,
respectively, with the person on the path facing towards them. Participants in the ’no choice’-
condition were presented with the same photos, but without the text on the photos, nor any
interaction with the simulation.
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Figure 22: Impression of the type of photograph that is presented to the participants in the
’choice’-condition when they are to make a second choice between the path on the left or right,
respectively, with the person on the path facing away from them. Participants in the ’no choice’-
condition were presented with the same photos, but without the text on the photos, nor any
interaction with the simulation.
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E Appendix: Additional Literature Review
E.1 Urban nature in terms of ART and PET
We have seen in the introduction that physiological and psychological changes were found in line
with the reduction of stress 87 in natural scenes, in comparison with more urban oriented scenes
(Hartig & Evans, 1993; Knopf, 1987; R. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Ulrich, 1983). A subsequent
question now is: what evidence is there to be found for either of the two theoretical frameworks
when it comes to managed urban nature? Firstly, in line with the PET perspective it was e.g.
found that frustration (i.e. negative affect) decreased as a result of exposure to the more natural
views, as opposed to the more urban scenes (Cackowski & Nasar, 2003). Similarly, Tyrva¨inen
et al. (2014) showed that even short-term visits to nature (managed woodland and urban park)
areas have positive effects on perceived stress relief compared to the urban environment itself.
Interestingly in comparing their two ’urban nature types’ Tyrva¨inen et al. (2014) concluded that
the urban park and the extensively managed urban woodland had a similar positive influence,
but that the overall perceived restorativeness was higher in the woodland (i.e. the ’more natural’
environment compared to the park) after the experiment. While Martens, Gutscher, and Bauer
(2011) showed that a walk through a managed park as compared to a ’wild’ park yielded more
of an increase in positive affect, and more of a decrease in negative affect. This is a notion
which challenges88 the finding by Cackowski and Nasar (2003), but could perhaps be explained
for by the salience of mortality and its corresponding occurrence of fear, which in turn affects
the experience of restoration in wilder environments (Koole & Van den Berg, 2005). Secondly,
regarding the ART framework restoration research on the effect of views from the road shows
that a golf course (as opposed to a forest) led to the best performance on attention-demanding
tasks and the largest reduction of stress, which they attributed to the managed nature of the golf
course (Parsons, Tassinary, Ulrich, Hebl, & Grossman-Alexander, 1998). Also, students with a
more natural view from their dormitory room performed better on similar attention-demanding
tasks than students with a completely urban view (Tennessen & Cimprich, 1995). In accordance
with the ART framework it was demonstrated by Korpela, Yle´n, Tyrva¨inen, and Silvennoinen
(2008) that in general the strength of a restorative experience (i.e. preference defined as favourite
place’ in their research 89) is to be associated with the increased time spent in the restorative
environment.
As such it appears that most of the research points at managed urban nature providing
some sort of middle ground when it comes to the ’nature vs. urban’ continuum, in a pattern
which seems not unlike an inverted-U relation. On the one hand urban nature yields more of a
reduction of stress and/or recovery of cognitive resources as a result of its relative ’naturalness (in
comparison with the more urban oriented scenes). On the other hand it stimulates stress recovery
87Recall that the antecedent in PET is that of a negative affect state, while the antecedent in the ART framework
relates to a state of mental fatigue, i.e. cognitive depletion
88Arguably a managed park is more towards the ’urban’ side of the spectrum in comparison with a wild park.
89Note that a favourite place is not necessarily determined physically or functionally. However the results we
present in this section relate directly to differences either in more urban vs more natural environments, or to
differences over time.
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and/or the recovery of cognitive resources on account of its managed character in comparison
with the more ’wild’ natural scenes. However, do note that there are still conflicting findings
as to the general evidence for restoration in urban nature in relation to other environments on
the ’nature versus urban’-continuum. Furthermore, regarding the ART and PET frameworks it
appears that there is indeed evidence to be found for both perspectives when it comes to urban
nature. For either of the theoretical perspectives, however, also contradictory results were to be
observed with respect to the relative positive/negative effects of more natural versus more urban
environments. Note that in this study we will not further delve into the two respective theoretical
frameworks.
E.2 Theoretical comparison: distinction between ART and PET
The contradictory results with respect to the relative positive/negative effects of more natural
versus more urban environments in both theoretical frameworks at stake in this review imply that
restorative experiences, or preferences for certain restorative environments are not easily captured
in a theoretical framework, let alone in an experiment. There seem to be various effects on an
environmental level – but also on a personal or activity level – which might affect the process of
restoration, perhaps even through a multitude of mechanisms. More specifically, in the results
the distinction between negative affect reduction mechanisms and attentional fatigue mechanisms
appears not to be so clear-cut. For example the research by Parsons et al. (1998) reports both the
performances on attention-demanding tasks and relative stress levels, but does not attempt to
determine which of the mechanisms brought about the results in line with either ART or PET. In
an effort to integrate both the ART and PET perspectives it was previously theoretically posed by
(S. Kaplan, 1995) that both stress and attentional fatigue are often to be observed simultaneously,
which might be due to three reasons: (1) attentional fatigue relates to impaired performance,
which subsequently may lead to frustration or stress , (2) a stressful situation ’demands’ attention
and as such it decreases the capacity for directed attention , (3) actual co-occurrence of stress
and attentional fatigue due to a stimulus directly causing both (Staats, 2012). Until this day it
is however not yet known what the exact mechanism is and as a result most researchers tend
to include both attentional fatigue a´nd stress measures, so as to circumvent the issue (Staats,
2012). Examples of such ’double perspective’ research are the previously mentioned Parsons et
al. (1998),but more notably Tyrva¨inen et al. (2014) employed the same approach very recently.
Often the inlusion of both attentional fatigue and stress measures too relates to the induction
of a mutually stressed and attentionally fatigued state, in case you wish to include a ’need of
restoration’-manipulation in an experiment 90. Although we do not yet know much about the
underlying mechanisms, what we do know is that the two theoretical perspectives both emphasise
different antecedents and restoration outcomes (Hartig, Evans, Jamner, Davis, & Ga¨rling, 2003).
Moreover note that although both theories encompass cognitive a´nd physiological components,
the (part of the) research by means of the ART framework tends to focus on the cognitive
90An example of such an ’induction’ which creates a mutually stressed and attentionally fatigued state would
be that of the MIST (Montreal Imaging Stress Task). To be more specific: the MIST task creates both cognitive
and physiological stress by putting subjects under severe time pressure.
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component (i.e. perceived restorativeness in e.g. Staats et al. (2003); Norling, Sibthorp, and
Ruddell (2008); Peschardt and Stigsdotter (2013) ), while (the part of the) research based on the
PET framework appears to focus on the physiological effects (e.g. Ulrich (1981); Parsons et al.
(1998); Tyrva¨inen et al. (2014)).
Do note that when we consider the temporal component of the restoration process, both ART
and PET speak of a process which can be completed of sorts. The ART framework prescribes a
process in which we restore our (psychological) resources up to a certain capacity, which conse-
quently occurs within a certain time-frame during one’s experience in a ’restorative situation’. A
prolonged stay in the ’restorative situation’ does not necessarily mean prolonged restoration, as
at some point you are ’done’ regaining resources, and might also be spending or even depleting
your resources in the environment or activity. On the other hand, with PET we speak of negating
or reducing stress levels. So, essentially this means that once we reach the equilibrium in which
the stress levels are back to ’neutral’, the restorative experience itself has ’completed’.
Regarding the use of either ART- or PET-based mechanisms in a study we could conclude
that if the primary focus of one’s research is not on unearthing the link between the stress and
attentional fatigue mechanisms themselves, nor on determining the link between cognitive and
physiological effects, or on providing proof for the ART and/or PET frameworks: then including
both ’mechanisms’ would thus indeed provide the ’safest’ option in that none of the effects (i.e.
stress- or fatigue-related) will be foregone. It is in that regard that the two theories appear to
complement one another.
E.3 Personality: the link between dispositions and behaviour
How do we go from dispositions to actions? And how do personality traits relate to specific
response tendencies in a social context? Intuitive logic tells us that a personality trait would link
directly to specific actions: we would think that someone who tends to be more altruistically
oriented may be expected to be more likely to donate money to charity than someone with a more
egotistical disposition. Ajzen (2005) however notes that in reality predicting specific behavioural
tendencies from a ’general’/’global’91 disposition is not wholly straight-forward: ”a given attitude
or personality disposition may not be equally relevant for the prediction of all behaviours ”. To
be able to adequately relate for example a personality trait, or an attitude, to a behavioural
preference the two indicators ought to be compatible (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977), meaning that
their (1) target, (2) action, (3) context and (4) time are compatible in terms of their respec-
tive levels of generality/specificity. The more similar the indicators, the stronger the statistical
relation (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977). One example of such a specific relation would be that as
found by Korpela et al. (2008). In their quest for predictors of restorative experiences they found
that ’personal background of nature experiences’, including a disposition of nature orientedness,
91It is generally assumed that personality characteristics are relatively stable dispositions exerting influence
on a broad range of behaviours (Ajzen, 2005). This assumption is exacerbated given that we also do not take
(coming of) age into account with regards to changes in personality, e.g. levels of social anxiety. Whereas ample
research points at differences of for example social anxiety tendencies throughout our lives (Ajzen, 2005, for more
information on human consistency see e.g. Chapter 2 in).
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was one of three major groupings of the variables that eventually made up the determinants of
restorative experiences (Korpela et al., 2008).
An alternative description of the influence of our ’personal framework’ on specific behaviours
can be found by means of norm-activation theory (NAT) (Schwartz, 1977). Essentially to predict
specific behaviours, NAT employs the factors (1) personal norms stemming from the individual’s
self, (2) awareness of consequences and (3) ascription of responsibility (Schwartz, 1977; Harland,
Staats, & Wilke, 2007; De Groot & Steg, 2009) . The latter two predictors can be thought of
to be ’personality trait activators’, in the sense that the awareness of consequences relates to
people’s receptivity to situational cues, and the ascription of responsibility relates to people’s
tendency to deny responsibilty for the consequences of their behavioural choices (Harland et al.,
2007). It is to be noted that the NAT is predominantly used for research on pro-social behaviour.
This partly has to to do with the morally focused considerations underlying the personal norm
concept as used in the theory. However NAT does serve as a nice illustration of the activation of
behaviour under the influence of a personal framework and our tendencies regarding e.g. recep-
tivity towards our surroundings.
E.4 Social norms: attributional ambiguity
A notion we should keep track of in light of the link between social norms and its eventual
culmination into behaviour is that of attributional ambiguity and its relation to autonomy of
choice. As De Groot and Steg (2009) stated regarding pro-social behaviour: we must be aware
of the consequences of our behaviour before we will feel responsible (enough) to engage in said
behaviour.92 Furthermore, if a situation is ambiguous as to whether the consequences are indeed
to be attributed to oneself, then that would weaken our sense of responsibility. A well-known
example of such a weakening effect is that of the ’diffusion of responsibility’ in helping scenarios
due to people assuming that those others present in the scene are responsible, see e.g. Darley
and Latane (1968); Leary and Forsyth (1987). Therefore in devising an experiment which relies
upon social norms it is important to keep in mind that not only should the norm be sufficiently
salient, there also cannot be any ambiguity as to whether the ’consequences’ of a certain choice
or behaviour are to be attributed to the person themselves. As otherwise we could hardly gauge
the effect of the social norm and its instilling of conformity regarding said behaviour.
92An interesting effect that we will not discuss further here is the ’Boomerang Effect’ (Schwartz, 1977; De Groot
& Steg, 2009) in which psychological reactance leads to respondents resisting the perceived pressure in an effort
to regain their behavioural control.
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